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LISTE DICTIONNAIRE ORACLE USER



Table USER_ALL_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



Avg_Row_Len Avg_Space Avg_Space_Freelist_Blocks Backed_Up Blocks Buffer_Pool Cache Chain_Cnt Cluster_Name Cluster_Owner Compression Degree Dependencies Dropped Duration Duration Empty_Blocks Freelist_Groups Freelists Global_Stats Global_Stats Ini_Trans Initial_Extent Instances Instances Iot_Name Iot_Name Iot_Type Iot_Type Last_Analyzed Logging Max_Extents Max_Trans Min_Extents Monitoring Nested Next_Extent Num_Freelist_Blocks Num_Rows Object_Id_Type Object_Id_Type Partitioned Pct_Free Pct_Increase Pct_Used Row_Movement Sample_Size Secondary Secondary Skip_Corrupt Status Status Table_Lock Table_Name Table_Type Table_Type_Owner Table_Type_Owner Tablespace_Name



The average row length, including row overhead The average available free space in the table The average freespace of all blocks on a freelist Has table been backed up since last modification? The number of used blocks in the table The default buffer pool to be used for table blocks Whether the table is to be cached in the buffer cache The number of chained rows in the table Name of the cluster, if any, to which the table belongs Owner of the cluster, if any, to which the table belongs Whether table compression is enabled or not The number of threads per instance for scanning the table Should we keep track of row level dependencies? Whether table is dropped and is in Recycle Bin If temporary table, then duration is sys$session or sys$tran saction else NULL The number of empty (never used) blocks in the table Number of freelist groups allocated in this segment Number of process freelists allocated in this segment Are the statistics calculated without merging underlying par titions? Initial number of transactions Size of the initial extent in bytes The number of instances across which the table is to be scan ned Name of the index-only table, if any, to which the overflow or mapping table entry belongs If index-only table, then IOT_TYPE is IOT or IOT_OVERFLOW or IOT_MAPPING else NULL The date of the most recent time this table was analyzed Logging attribute Maximum number of extents allowed in the segment Maximum number of transactions Minimum number of extents allowed in the segment Should we keep track of the amount of modification? Is the table a nested table? Size of secondary extents in bytes The number of blocks on the freelist The number of rows in the table If user-defined OID, then USER-DEFINED, else if system gener ated OID, then SYST EM GENERATED Is this table partitioned? YES or NO Minimum percentage of free space in a block Percentage increase in extent size Minimum percentage of used space in a block Whether partitioned row movement is enabled or disabled The sample size used in analyzing this table Is this table object created as part of icreate for domain i ndexes? Whether skip corrupt blocks is enabled or disabled Status of the table will be UNUSABLE if a previous DROP TABL E operation failed, VALID otherwise Whether table locking is enabled or disabled Name of the table Type of the table if the table is an object table Owner of the type of the table if the table is an object tab le Name of the tablespace containing the table
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Temporary Temporary User_Stats



Can the current session only see data that it place in this object itself? Were the statistics entered directly by the user?



Table USER_APPLICATION_ROLES Colonne



Commentaire



Package Role Schema



Name of authorizing package Name of Application Role Schema name of authorizing package



Table USER_ARGUMENTS Colonne



Commentaire



Argument_Name Char_Length Char_Used Char_Used Character_Set_Name Data_Length Data_Level Data_Precision Data_Scale Data_Type Default_Length Default_Value In_Out Object_Id Object_Name Overload Package_Name Pls_Type Position Radix Sequence Type_Link Type_Link Type_Name Type_Owner Type_Subname Type_Subname



Argument name Character limit for string datatypes Is the byte limit (B) or char limit (C) official for this st ring? Character set name for the argument Length of the column in bytes Nesting depth of argument for composite types Length: decimal digits (NUMBER) or binary digits (FLOAT) Digits to right of decimal point in a number Datatype of the argument Length of default value for the argument Default value for the argument Argument direction (IN, OUT, or IN/OUT) Object number of the object Procedure or function name Overload unique identifier Package name PL/SQL type name for numeric arguments Position in argument list, or null for function return value Argument radix for a number Argument sequence, including all nesting levels Database link name for the argument type in case of object t ypes Object name for the argument type in case of object types Owner name for the argument type in case of object types Subordinate object name for the argument type in case of obj ect types



Table USER_ASSOCIATIONS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Column_Name Def_Cpu_Cost Def_Io_Cost Def_Net_Cost Def_Selectivity Interface_Version Object_Name Object_Owner Object_Owner Object_Type Statstype_Name Statstype_Name Statstype_Schema



Column name in the object for which the association is being defined Default CPU cost if any of the object Default I/O cost if any of the object Default Networking cost if any of the object Default Selectivity if any of the object Interface number of Statistics type interface implemented Object name for which the association is being defined Owner of the object for which the association is being defin ed Schema type of the object - table, type, package or function Name of Statistics type which contains the cost, selectivity or stats funcs Owner of the statistics type



Table USER_AUDIT_POLICIES
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Colonne



Commentaire



Audit_Trail Audit_Trail Audit_Trail Del Enabled Ins Object_Name Pf_Function Pf_Package Pf_Schema Policy_Column Policy_Column_Options Policy_Column_Options Policy_Name Policy_Text Sel Upd



Whether to populate SQLTEXT and SQLBIND columns in audit tra il for this policy. DB_EXTENDED -> Populate; DB -> Do not po pulate If YES, policy is applied to delete on the object Is this policy is enabled? If YES, policy is applied to insert on the object Name of the table or view Name of the audit handler function Name of the package containing the audit handler function Owner of the audit handler function Deprecated If ALL_COLUMNS then all relevant columns apply else any of t he relevant columns apply Name of the policy Audit condition If YES, policy is applied to query on the object If YES, policy is applied to update on the object



Table USER_AUDIT_POLICY_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Object_Name Object_Schema Policy_Column Policy_Name



Object on which the policy is created Owner of the table or view Audit relevant column of the policy Name of the Fine Grain Audit policy



Table USER_AUDIT_TRAIL Colonne



Commentaire



Action Action Action Action_Name Action_Name Admin_Option Audit_Option Client_Id Comment_Text Comment_Text Comment_Text Econtext_Id Entryid Extended_Timestamp Extended_Timestamp Extended_Timestamp Global_Uid Global_Uid Grantee Grantee Instance_Number Instance_Number Logoff_Dlock Logoff_Lread Logoff_Lwrite Logoff_Pread Logoff_Time New_Name New_Name New_Owner Obj_Name



Numeric action type code. The corresponding name of the act ion type (CREATE TABLE, INSERT, etc.) is in the column ACTIO N_NAME Name of the action type corresponding to the numeric code in ACTION If role/sys_priv was granted WITH ADMIN OPTON, A/Auditing option set with the audit statement Client identifier in each Oracle session Text comment on the audit trail entry. Also indicates how th e user was authenticated. The method can be one of the follo wing: 1. "DATABASE" - authentication was done by password. 2 Execution Context Identifier for each action Numeric ID for each audit trail entry in the session Timestamp of the creation of audit trail entry (Timestamp of the user's logon for entries created by AUDIT SESSION) in s ession's time zone Global user identifier for the user, if the user had logged in as enterprise user The name of the grantee specified in a GRANT/REVOKE statemen t Instance number as specified in the initialization parameter file 'init.ora' Deadlocks detected during the session Logical reads for the session Logical writes for the session Physical reads for the session Timestamp for user logoff New name of object after RENAME, or name of underlying objec t (e.g. CREATE INDEX owner.obj_name ON new_owner.new_name) The owner of the object named in the NEW_NAME column Name of the object affected by the action
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Obj_Privilege Obj_Privilege Os_Process Os_Process Os_Username Os_Username Owner Priv_Used Proxy_Sessionid Proxy_Sessionid Returncode Returncode Scn Ses_Actions Ses_Actions Ses_Actions Session_Cpu Sessionid Sql_Bind Sql_Text Statementid Statementid Sys_Privilege Sys_Privilege Terminal Timestamp Timestamp Timestamp Transactionid Transactionid Userhost Userhost Userhost Username



Object privileges granted/revoked by a GRANT/REVOKE statemen t Operating System process identifier of the Oracle server pro cess Operating System logon user name of the user whose actions w ere audited Creator of object affected by the action System privilege used to execute the action Proxy session serial number, if enterprise user has logged t hrough proxy mechanism Oracle error code generated by the action. Zero if the acti on succeeded SCN (System Change Number) of the query Session summary. A string of 12 characters, one for each ac tion type, in thisorder: Alter, Audit, Comment, Delete, Gran t, Index, Insert, Lock, Rename, Select, Update, Flashback. Amount of cpu time used by each Oracle session Numeric ID for each Oracle session Bind variable data of the query SQL text of the query Numeric ID for each statement run (a statement may cause man y actions) System privileges granted/revoked by a GRANT/REVOKE statemen t Identifier for the user's terminal Date/Time of the creation of the audit trail entry (Date/Tim e of the user's logon for entries created by AUDIT SESSION) in session's time zone Transaction identifier of the transaction in which the objec t is accessed or modified Numeric instance ID for the Oracle instance from which the u ser is accessing the database. Used only in environments wi th distributed file systems and shared database files (e.g., Name (not ID number) of the user whose actions were audited



Table USER_AW_PS Colonne



Commentaire



Aw_Name Generations Maxpages Psnumber



Name of the Analytic Workspace Number of active generations in the pagespace Maximum pages allocated in the pagespace Number of the pagespace



Table USER_AWS Colonne



Commentaire



Aw_Name Aw_Number Generations Pagespaces



Name of the Analytic Workspace Number of the Analytic Workspace Number of active generations in the Analytic Workspace Number of pagespaces in the Analytic Workspace



Table USER_BASE_TABLE_MVIEWS Colonne



Commentaire



Master Mview_Id Mview_Last_Refresh_Time Mview_Last_Refresh_Time Owner



Name of the master table which changes are logged Unique identifier of the materialized view One date per materialized view -- the date the materialized view was last refreshed Owner of the master table which changes are logged



Table USER_CATALOG
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Colonne



Commentaire



Table_Name Table_Type



Name of the object Type of the object



Table USER_CHANGE_NOTIFICATION_REGS Colonne



Commentaire



Callback Changelag Operations_Filter Regflags Regid Table_Name Timeout



notification callback transaction lag between notifications (if specified) operations filter (if specified) registration flags internal registration id name of registered table registration timeout (if specified)



Table USER_CLU_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Clu_Column_Name Cluster_Name Tab_Column_Name Table_Name



Key column in the cluster Cluster name Key column or attribute of object column in the table Clustered table name



Table USER_CLUSTER_HASH_EXPRESSIONS Colonne



Commentaire



Cluster_Name Hash_Expression Owner



Name of cluster Text of hash function of cluster Name of owner of cluster



Table USER_CLUSTERS Colonne



Commentaire



Avg_Blocks_Per_Key Avg_Blocks_Per_Key Buffer_Pool Cache Cluster_Name Cluster_Type Degree Dependencies Freelist_Groups Freelists Function Hashkeys Ini_Trans Initial_Extent Instances Instances Key_Size Max_Extents Max_Trans Min_Extents Next_Extent Pct_Free Pct_Increase Pct_Used Single_Table Tablespace_Name



Average number of blocks containing rows with a given cluste r key The default buffer pool to be used for cluster blocks Whether the cluster is to be cached in the buffer cache Name of the cluster Type of cluster: b-tree index or hash The number of threads per instance for scanning the cluster Should we keep track of row level dependencies? Number of freelist groups allocated in this segment Number of process freelists allocated in this segment If a hash cluster, the hash function If a hash cluster, the number of hash keys (hash buckets) Initial number of transactions Size of the initial extent in bytes The number of instances across which the cluster is to be sc anned Estimated size of cluster key plus associated rows Maximum number of extents allowed in the segment Maximum number of transactions Minimum number of extents allowed in the segment Size of secondary extents in bytes Minimum percentage of free space in a block Percentage increase in extent size Minimum percentage of used space in a block Whether the cluster can contain only a single table Name of the tablespace containing the cluster
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Table USER_COL_COMMENTS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Comments Table_Name



Column name Comment on the column Object name



Table USER_COL_PRIVS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Grantable Grantee Grantor Owner Privilege Table_Name



Name of the column Privilege is grantable Name of the user to whom access was granted Name of the user who performed the grant Username of the owner of the object Column Privilege Name of the object



Table USER_COL_PRIVS_MADE Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Grantable Grantee Grantor Privilege Table_Name



Name of the column Privilege is grantable Name of the user to whom access was granted Name of the user who performed the grant Column Privilege Name of the object



Table USER_COL_PRIVS_RECD Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Grantable Grantor Owner Privilege Table_Name



Name of the column Privilege is grantable Name of the user who performed the grant Username of the owner of the object Column Privilege Name of the object



Table USER_COLL_TYPES Colonne



Commentaire



Character_Set_Name Coll_Type Elem_Storage Elem_Storage Elem_Type_Mod Elem_Type_Name Elem_Type_Owner Length Length Nulls_Stored Precision Precision Scale Type_Name Upper_Bound Upper_Bound



Character set name of the element Collection type Storage optimization specification for VARRAY of numeric ele ments Type modifier of the element Name of the type of the element Owner of the type of the element Length of the CHAR element or maximum length of the VARCHAR or VARCHAR2 element Is null information stored with each VARRAY element? Decimal precision of the NUMBER or DECIMAL element or binary precision of the FLOAT element Scale of the NUMBER or DECIMAL element Name of the type Size of the FIXED ARRAY type or maximum size of the VARYING ARRAY type



Table USER_CONS_COLUMNS
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Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Column_Name Constraint_Name Owner Position Table_Name



Name associated with column or attribute of object column sp ecified in the constraint definition Name associated with the constraint definition Owner of the constraint definition Original position of column or attribute in definition Name associated with table with constraint definition



Table USER_CONS_OBJ_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Cons_Type_Name Cons_Type_Only Cons_Type_Owner Table_Name



Fully qualified name of the object column or attribute Name of the type that the column is constrained to Indication of whether the column is constrained to ONLY type Owner of the type that the column is constrained to Name of the table containing the object column or attribute



Table USER_CONSTRAINTS Colonne



Commentaire



Bad Bad Constraint_Name Constraint_Type Deferrable Deferred Deferred Delete_Rule Generated Generated Index_Name Index_Owner Last_Change Owner R_Constraint_Name R_Owner Rely Search_Condition Status Table_Name Validated Validated



Creating this constraint should give ORA-02436. Rewrite it before 2000 AD. Name associated with constraint definition Type of constraint definition Is the constraint deferrable - DEFERRABLE or NOT DEFERRABLE Is the constraint deferred by default - DEFERRED or IMMEDIA TE The delete rule for a referential constraint Was the constraint name system generated? - GENERATED NAME or USER NAME The index used by the constraint The owner of the index used by the constraint The date when this column was last enabled or disabled Owner of the table Name of unique constraint definition for referenced table Owner of table used in referential constraint If set, this flag will be used in optimizer Text of search condition for table check Enforcement status of constraint - ENABLED or DISABLED Name associated with table with constraint definition Was this constraint system validated? - VALIDATED or NOT VA LIDATED



Table USER_DATAPUMP_JOBS Colonne



Commentaire



Attached_Sessions Datapump_Sessions Degree Job_Mode Job_Name Operation State



Number of sessions attached to the job Number of Datapump sessions participating in the job Number of worker processes performing the operation Mode of operation being performed Job name Type of operation being performed Current job state



Table USER_DB_LINKS Colonne



Commentaire



Created Db_Link Host Password



Creation time of the database link Name of the database link SQL*Net string for connect Deprecated-Password for logon
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Username



Name of user to log on as



Table USER_DEPENDENCIES Colonne



Commentaire



Name Referenced_Link_Name Referenced_Name Referenced_Owner Referenced_Type Type



Name of the object Name of dblink if this is a remote object Name of referenced object Owner of referenced object (remote owner if remote object) Type of referenced object Type of the object



Table USER_DIM_ATTRIBUTES Colonne



Commentaire



Attribute_Name Column_Name Dimension_Name Inferred Inferred Level_Name Owner



Name of the attribute Name of the dependent column Name of the dimension Whether this attribute is inferred from a JOIN KEY specifica tion Name of the hierarchy level Owner of the dimentsion



Table USER_DIM_CHILD_OF Colonne



Commentaire



Child_Level_Name Dimension_Name Hierarchy_Name Join_Key_Id Owner Parent_Level_Name Position Position



Name of the child-side level of this 1:n relationship Name of the dimension Name of the hierarchy Keys that join child to the parent Owner of the dimension Name of the parent-side level of this 1:n relationship Hierarchical position within this hierarchy, position 1 bein g the most detailed



Table USER_DIM_HIERARCHIES Colonne



Commentaire



Dimension_Name Hierarchy_Name Owner



Name of the dimension Name of the hierarchy Owner of the dimension



Table USER_DIM_JOIN_KEY Colonne



Commentaire



Child_Join_Column Child_Join_Owner Child_Join_Table Child_Level_Name Dim_Key_Id Dimension_Name Hierarchy_Name Key_Position Level_Name Owner



Name of the join column Owner of the join column table Name of the join column table Name of the child hierarchy level of the join key Join key ID (unique within a dimension) Name of the dimension Name of the hierarchy Position of the key column within the level Name of the hierarchy level Owner of the dimension



Table USER_DIM_LEVEL_KEY Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name



Name of the key column
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Dimension_Name Key_Position Level_Name Owner



Name of the dimension Ordinal position of the key column within the level Name of the hierarchy level Owner of the dimension



Table USER_DIM_LEVELS Colonne



Commentaire



Detailobj_Name Detailobj_Owner Detailobj_Owner Dimension_Name Level_Name Num_Columns Owner Skip_When_Null



Name of the table that the keys of this level come from Owner of the detail object that the keys of this level come from Name of the dimension Name of the dimension level (unique within a dimension) Number of columns in the level definition Owner of the dimension Is the level declared with SKIP WHEN NULL clause? (Y/N)



Table USER_DIMENSIONS Colonne



Commentaire



Compile_State Dimension_Name Invalid Invalid Owner Revision



Compile status of the dimension, VALID/NEEDS_COMPILE/ERROR Name of the dimension Invalidity of the dimension, Y = INVALID, N = VALID. The co lumn is deprecated, please use COMPILE_STATE instead. Owner of the dimension Revision levle of the dimension



Table USER_ENCRYPTED_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Encryption_Alg Salt Table_Name



Name of the column Encryption algorithm used for the column Is this column encrypted with salt? YES or NO Name of the table



Table USER_ERRORS Colonne



Commentaire



Line Name Position Sequence Text Type Type Type



Line number at which this error occurs Name of the object Position in the line at which this error occurs Sequence number used for ordering purposes Text of the error Type: "TYPE", "TYPE BODY", "VIEW", "PROCEDURE", "FUNCTION", PACKAGE, "PACKAGE BODY", "TRIGGER", "JAVA SOURCE" or "JAVA CLASS"



Table USER_EVALUATION_CONTEXT_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



Evaluation_Context_Name Table_Alias Table_Name



Name of the evaluation context Alias of the table Name of the table



Table USER_EVALUATION_CONTEXT_VARS Colonne



Commentaire



Evaluation_Context_Name Variable_Method_Function Variable_Name



Name of the evaluation context Function to provide variable method return value Name of the variable
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Variable_Value_Function



Function to provide variable value



Table USER_EVALUATION_CONTEXTS Colonne



Commentaire



Evaluation_Context_Comment Evaluation_Context_Name Evaluation_Function



user description of the evaluation context Name of the evaluation context User supplied function to evaluate rules



Table USER_EXTENTS Colonne



Commentaire



Blocks Bytes Extent_Id Partition_Name Segment_Name Segment_Type Tablespace_Name



Size of the extent in ORACLE blocks Size of the extent in bytes Extent number in the segment Partition/Subpartition Name, if any, of the segment Name of the segment associated with the extent Type of the segment Name of the tablespace containing the extent



Table USER_EXTERNAL_LOCATIONS Colonne



Commentaire



Directory_Name Directory_Owner Directory_Owner Location Table_Name



Name of the directory containing the location Owner of the directory containing the external table locatio n External table location clause Name of the corresponding external table



Table USER_EXTERNAL_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



Access_Parameters Access_Type Default_Directory_Name Default_Directory_Owner Property Reject_Limit Table_Name Type_Name Type_Name Type_Owner Type_Owner



Access parameters for the external table Type of access parameters for the external table (CLOB/BLOB) Name of the default directory for the external table Owner of the default directory for the external table Property of the external table Reject limit for the external table Name of the external table Name of the implementation type for the external table acces s driver Owner of the implementation type for the external table acce ss driver



Table USER_FILE_GROUP_EXPORT_INFO Colonne



Commentaire



Export_Scn Export_Time Export_Version File_Group_Name Platform_Name Source_Global_Name Version Version_Name



Export job scn Export job start time Compatibility level of export dump Name of the file group Platform export was done on Global name of the exporting database Internal version number Name of the version



Table USER_FILE_GROUP_FILES Colonne



Commentaire



Comments



User specified comment
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File_Block_Size File_Directory File_Group_Name File_Name File_Size File_Type Version Version_Name



File block size Directory object for the file Name of the file group Name of the file File size File type Internal version number Name of the version



Table USER_FILE_GROUP_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



File_Group_Name Owner Scn Table_Name Tablespace_Name Version Version_Name



Name of the file group Schema table belongs to SCN table was exported at Name of the table Name of the tablespace containing the table Internal version number Name of the version



Table USER_FILE_GROUP_TABLESPACES Colonne



Commentaire



File_Group_Name Tablespace_Name Version Version_Name



Name of the file group Name of the tablespace Internal version number Name of the version



Table USER_FILE_GROUP_VERSIONS Colonne



Commentaire



Comments Created Creator Default_Directory File_Group_Name Version Version_Name



User specified comment When the version was created Creator of the version Default directory object Name of the file group Internal version number Name of the version



Table USER_FILE_GROUPS Colonne



Commentaire



Comments Created Default_Directory File_Group_Name Keep_Files Max_Versions Min_Versions Retention_Days



User specified comment When the file group was created Default directory object Name of the file group Should on-disk files be purged when removed? Maximum number of versions to keep Minimum number of versions to keep Keep versions at least this number of days



Table USER_FREE_SPACE Colonne



Commentaire



Block_Id Blocks Bytes File_Id Relative_Fno Tablespace_Name



Starting block number of the extent Size of the extent in ORACLE blocks Size of the extent in bytes ID number of the file containing the extent Relative number of the file containing the extent Name of the tablespace containing the extent
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Table USER_HISTOGRAMS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Endpoint_Actual_Value Endpoint_Number Endpoint_Value Table_Name



Column name or attribute of object column Actual endpoint value Endpoint number Normalized endpoint value Table name



Table USER_IND_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Char_Length Column_Length Column_Name Column_Position Descend Descend Index_Name Table_Name



Maximum length of the column or attribute, in characters Maximum length of the column or attribute, in bytes Column name or attribute of object column Position of column or attribute within index DESC if this column is sorted descending on disk, otherwise ASC Index name Table or cluster name



Table USER_IND_EXPRESSIONS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Expression Column_Position Index_Name Table_Name



Functional index expression defining the column Position of column or attribute within index Index name Table or cluster name



Table USER_IND_STATISTICS Colonne



Commentaire



Avg_Cache_Hit_Ratio Avg_Cached_Blocks Avg_Data_Blocks_Per_Key Avg_Leaf_Blocks_Per_Key Blevel Clustering_Factor Clustering_Factor Distinct_Keys Global_Stats Global_Stats Index_Name Last_Analyzed Leaf_Blocks Num_Rows Object_Type Partition_Name Partition_Position Sample_Size Stale_Stats Stattype_Locked Subpartition_Name Subpartition_Position Table_Name Table_Owner User_Stats



Average cache hit ratio for the object Average number of blocks in buffer cache The average number of data blocks per key The average number of leaf blocks per key B-Tree level A measurement of the amount of (dis)order of the table this index is for The number of distinct keys in the index Are the statistics calculated without merging underlying par titions? Name of the index The date of the most recent time this index was analyzed The number of leaf blocks in the index The number of rows in the index Type of the object (INDEX, PARTITION, SUBPARTITION) Name of the partition Position of the partition within index The sample size used in analyzing this index Whether statistics for the object is stale or not type of statistics lock Name of the subpartition Position of the subpartition within partition Name of the indexed object Owner of the indexed object Were the statistics entered directly by the user?



Table USER_INDEXES Colonne



Commentaire
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Avg_Data_Blocks_Per_Key Avg_Leaf_Blocks_Per_Key Blevel Buffer_Pool Clustering_Factor Clustering_Factor Compression Compression Degree Degree Distinct_Keys Domidx_Opstatus Domidx_Status Dropped Duration Duration Freelist_Groups Freelists Funcidx_Status Generated Global_Stats Global_Stats Include_Column Include_Column Index_Name Ini_Trans Initial_Extent Instances Instances Iot_Redundant_Pkey_Elim Iot_Redundant_Pkey_Elim Ityp_Name Ityp_Name Ityp_Owner Join_Index Last_Analyzed Leaf_Blocks Logging Max_Extents Max_Trans Min_Extents Next_Extent Num_Rows Parameters Partitioned Pct_Direct_Access Pct_Direct_Access Pct_Free Pct_Increase Pct_Threshold Prefix_Length Sample_Size Secondary Secondary Status Table_Name Table_Owner Table_Type Tablespace_Name Temporary Temporary Uniqueness Uniqueness



The average number of data blocks per key The average number of leaf blocks per key B-Tree level The default buffer pool to be used for index blocks A measurement of the amount of (dis)order of the table this index is for Compression property of the index: "ENABLED", "DISABLED", o r NULL The number of threads per instance for scanning the partitio ned index The number of distinct keys in the index Status of the operation on the domain index Is the indextype of the domain index valid Whether index is dropped and is in Recycle Bin If index on temporary table, then duration is sys$session or sys$transaction else NULL Number of freelist groups allocated to this segment Number of process freelists allocated in this segment Is the Function-based Index DISABLED or ENABLED? Was the name of this index system generated? Are the statistics calculated without merging underlying par titions? User column-id for last column to be included in index-only table top index Name of the index Initial number of transactions Size of the initial extent in bytes The number of instances across which the partitioned index i s to be scanned Were redundant primary key columns eliminated from iot secon dary index? If domain index, then this is the name of the associated ind extype If domain index, then this is the indextype owner Is this index a join index? The date of the most recent time this index was analyzed The number of leaf blocks in the index Logging attribute Maximum number of extents allowed in the segment Maximum number of transactions Minimum number of extents allowed in the segment Size of secondary extents in bytes Number of rows in the index If domain index, then this is the parameter string Is this index partitioned? YES or NO If index on IOT, then this is percentage of rows with Valid guess Minimum percentage of free space in a block Percentage increase in extent size Threshold percentage of block space allowed per index entry Number of key columns in the prefix used for compression The sample size used in analyzing this index Is the index object created as part of icreate for domain in dexes? Whether the non-partitioned index is in USABLE or not Name of the indexed object Owner of the indexed object Type of the indexed object Name of the tablespace containing the index Can the current session only see data that it place in this object itself? Uniqueness status of the index: "UNIQUE", "NONUNIQUE", or BITMAP
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User_Stats



Were the statistics entered directly by the user?



Table USER_INDEXTYPE_ARRAYTYPES Colonne



Commentaire



Array_Type_Name Array_Type_Schema Base_Type Base_Type_Name Base_Type_Schema Indextype_Name Owner



Name of the array type name Name of the array type schema Datatype of the base type Name of the base type name Name of the base type schema Name of the indextype Owner of the indextype



Table USER_INDEXTYPE_COMMENTS Colonne



Commentaire



Comments Indextype_Name Owner



Comment for the user-defined indextype Name of the user-defined indextype Owner of the user-defined indextype



Table USER_INDEXTYPE_OPERATORS Colonne



Commentaire



Binding# Indextype_Name Operator_Name Operator_Schema Owner



Binding# associated with the operator Name of the indextype Name of the operator for which the indextype is defined Name of the operator schema Owner of the indextype



Table USER_INDEXTYPES Colonne



Commentaire



Array_Dml Implementation_Name Implementation_Schema Implementation_Version Indextype_Name Interface_Version Number_Of_Operators Owner Partitioning



Does this indextype support array dml Name of indextype implementation Name of the schema for indextype implementation Version of indextype implementation Name of the indextype Version of indextype interface Number of operators associated with the indextype Owner of the indextype Kinds of local partitioning supported by the indextype



Table USER_INTERNAL_TRIGGERS Colonne



Commentaire



Internal_Trigger_Type Table_Name



Type of internal trigger Name of the table



Table USER_JOBS Colonne



Commentaire



Broken Broken Failures Failures Instance Interval Interval Job Job



If Y, no attempt is being made to run this job. See dbms_jo bq.broken(job). How many times has this job started and failed since its las t success? Instance number restricted to run the job A date function, evaluated at the start of execution, become s next NEXT_DATE Identifier of job. Neither import/export nor repeated execu tions change it.
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Last_Date Last_Sec Last_Sec Log_User Misc_Env Misc_Env Next_Date Next_Sec Next_Sec Nls_Env Nls_Env Priv_User Schema_User This_Date This_Date This_Sec This_Sec Total_Time Total_Time What



Date that this job last successfully executed Same as LAST_DATE. This is when the last successful executi on started. USER who was logged in when the job was submitted a versioned raw maintained by the kernel, for other session parameters Date that this job will next be executed Same as NEXT_DATE. The job becomes due for execution at thi s time. alter session parameters describing the NLS environment of t he job USER whose default privileges apply to this job select * from bar means select * from schema_user.bar Date that this job started executing (usually null if not ex ecuting) Same as THIS_DATE. This is when the last successful executi on started. Total wallclock time spent by the system on this job, in sec onds Body of the anonymous PL/SQL block that this job executes



Table USER_JOIN_IND_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Index_Name Inner_Table_Column Inner_Table_Name Inner_Table_Owner Outer_Table_Column Outer_Table_Name Outer_Table_Owner



Index name Column name of inner table (table closer to the fact table) Table name of inner table (table closer to the fact table) Table owner of inner table (table closer to the fact table) Column name of outer table (table closer to the fact table) Table name of outer table (table closer to the fact table) Table owner of outer table (table closer to the fact table)



Table USER_LIBRARIES Colonne



Commentaire



Dynamic File_Spec Library_Name Status



Is the library dynamically loadable Operating system file specification of the library Name of the library Status of the library



Table USER_LOBS Colonne



Commentaire



Cache Chunk Chunk Column_Name Format Format Freepools In_Row Index_Name Logging Partitioned Pctversion Retention Segment_Name Table_Name Tablespace_Name



Is the LOB accessed through the buffer cache? Size of the LOB chunk as a unit of allocation/manipulation i n bytes Name of the LOB column or attribute Is the LOB storage format dependent on the endianness of the platform? Number of freepools for this LOB segment Are some of the LOBs stored with the base row? Name of the LOB index Are changes to the LOB logged? Is the LOB column in a partitioned table? Maximum percentage of the LOB space used for versioning Maximum time duration for versioning of the LOB space Name of the LOB segment Name of the table containing the LOB Name of the tablespace containing the LOB segment



Table USER_LOG_GROUP_COLUMNS
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Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Column_Name Log_Group_Name Logging_Property Logging_Property Owner Position Table_Name



Name associated with column or attribute of object column sp ecified in the log group definition Name associated with the log group definition Whether the column or attribute would be supplementally logg ed Owner of the log group definition Original position of column or attribute in definition Name associated with table with log group definition



Table USER_LOG_GROUPS Colonne



Commentaire



Always Generated Generated Log_Group_Name Log_Group_Type Owner Table_Name



Is this an ALWAYS or a CONDITIONAL supplemental log group? Was the name of this supplemental log group system generated ? Name associated with log group definition Type of the log group Owner of the table Name of the table on which this log group is defined



Table USER_METHOD_PARAMS Colonne



Commentaire



Character_Set_Name Method_Name Method_No Method_No Param_Mode Param_Name Param_No Param_Type_Mod Param_Type_Name Param_Type_Owner Type_Name



Character set name of the parameter Name of the method Method number for distinguishing overloaded method (not to b e used as ID number) Mode of the parameter Name of the parameter Parameter number or position Type modifier of the parameter Name of the type of the parameter Owner of the type of the parameter Name of the type



Table USER_METHOD_RESULTS Colonne



Commentaire



Character_Set_Name Method_Name Method_No Method_No Result_Type_Mod Result_Type_Name Result_Type_Owner Type_Name



Character set name of the result Name of the method Method number for distinguishing overloaded method (not to b e used as ID number) Type modifier of the result Name of the type of the result Owner of the type of the result Name of the type



Table USER_MVIEW_AGGREGATES Colonne



Commentaire



Agg_Function Agg_Function Container_Column Distinctflag Measure Measure Mview_Name Owner Position_In_Select



Name of the aggregation function, one of the following: COUN T, SUM, MIN, MAX, AVG, VARIANCE, STDDEV Name of this column in the container table Set to Y is this is a DISTINCT aggregation The SQL text of the measure, excluding the aggregation funct ion Name of the materialized view Owner of the materialized view Position of this aggregated measure with the SELECT list
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Table USER_MVIEW_ANALYSIS Colonne



Commentaire



Container_Name Contains_Views Fullrefreshtim Inc_Refreshable Inc_Refreshable Increfreshtim Increfreshtim Invalid Known_Stale Last_Refresh_Date Last_Refresh_Scn Last_Refresh_Scn Mview_Name Mview_Table_Owner Owner Query Query_Len Refresh_Method Restricted_Syntax Revision Rewrite_Enabled Unusable



Name of the container table for this materialized view This materialized view contains views in the FROM clause The time that it took to fully refresh the materialized view This materialized view is not restricted from being incremen tally refreshed The time that it took to incrementally refresh the materiali zed view Invalidity of the materialized view, Y = INVALID, N = VALID This materialized view is directly stale The date of the last refresh of the materialized view The SCN of the last transaction to refresh the materialized view Name of the materialized view Owner of the container table Owner of the materialized view SELECT expression of the materialized view definition The length (in bytes) of the query field User declared method of refresh for the materialized view This materialized view contains restrictive syntax Reserved for internal use This materialized view is enabled for query rewrite This materialized view is unusable, the build was deferred



Table USER_MVIEW_COMMENTS Colonne



Commentaire



Comments Mview_Name



Comment on the materialized view Name of the materialized view



Table USER_MVIEW_DETAIL_RELATIONS Colonne



Commentaire



Detailobj_Alias Detailobj_Name Detailobj_Owner Detailobj_Type Mview_Name Owner



Alias of the detail relation if used Name of the materialized view detail table Owner of the detail relation Type of materialized view detail table type Name of the materialized view Owner of the materialized view



Table USER_MVIEW_JOINS Colonne



Commentaire



Detailobj1_Column Detailobj1_Owner Detailobj1_Relation Detailobj2_Column Detailobj2_Owner Detailobj2_Relation Mview_Name Operator Owner



Name of the 1st detail object column Owner of the 1st detail object Name of the 1st detail object Name of the 2nd detail object column Owner of the 2nd detail object Name of the 2nd detail object Name of the materialized view Name of the join operator. Currently only = is defined Owner of the materialized view



Table USER_MVIEW_KEYS Colonne



Commentaire



Container_Column Detailobj_Alias



Name of the column in the container table Alias of the detail object
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Detailobj_Column Detailobj_Name Detailobj_Owner Detailobj_Type Mview_Name Owner Position_In_Select



Name of the detail object column Name of the detail object Owner of the detail object Type of the detail object: VIEW or TABLE Name of the materialized view Owner of the materialized view Position of this key within the SELECT list



Table USER_MVIEW_LOGS Colonne



Commentaire



Filter_Columns Filter_Columns Include_New_Values Include_New_Values Log_Owner Log_Table Log_Table Log_Trigger Master Object_Id Object_Id Primary_Key Primary_Key Rowids Sequence Sequence



If YES, the materialized view log records filter column info rmation If YES, the materialized view log records old and new values (else only old values) Owner of the materialized view log Log table; with rowids and timestamps of rows which changed in the master Trigger on master table; fills the materialized view log Name of the master table which changes are logged If YES, the materialized view log records object id informat ion If YES, the materialized view log records primary key inform ation If YES, the materialized view log records rowid information If YES, the materialized view log records sequence informati on



Table USER_MVIEW_REFRESH_TIMES Colonne



Commentaire



Last_Refresh Master Master_Owner Name Owner



SYSDATE from the master site at the time of the last refresh Name of the master table Owner of the master table The view used by users and applications for viewing the MV Owner of the materialized view



Table USER_MVIEWS Colonne



Commentaire



After_Fast_Refresh After_Fast_Refresh Build_Mode Build_Mode Compile_State Container_Name Fast_Refreshable Fast_Refreshable Last_Refresh_Date Last_Refresh_Type Last_Refresh_Type Master_Link Master_Rollback_Seg Mview_Name Owner Query Query_Len Query_Len Refresh_Method Refresh_Method Refresh_Mode Refresh_Mode



Indicates the staleness state the MV will have after a fast refresh is done How and when to initially build (load) the materialized view container Indicates the validity of the MV meta-data Name of the materialized view container table Indicates the kinds of operations that can be fast refreshed for the MV The date that the materialized view was last refreshed Indicates the kind of refresh that was last performed on the MV Name of the database link to the master site Name of the rollback segment to use at the master site Name of the materialized view Owner of the materialized view The defining query that the materialized view instantiates The number of bytes in the defining query (based on the serv er character set The default refresh method for the materialized view (comple te, fast, ...) Indicates how and when the materialized view will be refresh ed
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Rewrite_Capability Rewrite_Enabled Rewrite_Enabled Stale_Since Staleness Staleness Unknown_Consider_Fresh Unknown_External_Table Unknown_Import Unknown_Plsql_Func Unknown_Prebuilt Unknown_Trusted_Fd Unknown_Trusted_Fd Updatable Update_Log Update_Log Use_No_Index



Indicates the kind of rewrite that is enabled Indicates whether rewrite is enabled for the materialized vi ew Time from when the materialized view became stale Indicates the staleness state of the materialized view (fres h, stale, ...) Indicates if the materialized view is considered fresh Indicates if the materialized view contains external tables Indicates if the materialized view is imported Indicates if the materialized view contains PL/SQL function Indicates if the materialized view is prebuilt Indicates if the materialized view used trusted constraints for refresh Indicates whether the materialized view can be updated Name of the table that logs changes to an updatable material ized view Indicates whether the MV uses no index



Table USER_NESTED_TABLE_COLS Colonne



Commentaire



Avg_Col_Len Char_Col_Decl_Length Char_Length Char_Used Character_Set_Name Column_Id Column_Name Data_Default Data_Length Data_Precision Data_Scale Data_Type Data_Type_Mod Data_Type_Owner Data_Upgraded Data_Upgraded Default_Length Density Global_Stats Global_Stats Hidden_Column High_Value Internal_Column_Id Last_Analyzed Low_Value Nullable Num_Buckets Num_Distinct Num_Nulls Qualified_Col_Name Sample_Size Segment_Column_Id Table_Name User_Stats V80_Fmt_Image Virtual_Column



The average length of the column in bytes Declaration length of character type column The maximum length of the column in characters C is maximum length given in characters, B if in bytes Character set name Sequence number of the column as created Column name Default value for the column Length of the column in bytes Length: decimal digits (NUMBER) or binary digits (FLOAT) Digits to right of decimal point in a number Datatype of the column Datatype modifier of the column Owner of the datatype of the column Has column data been upgraded to the latest type version for mat? Length of default value for the column The density of the column Are the statistics calculated without merging underlying par titions? Is this a hidden column? The high value in the column Internal sequence number of the column The date of the most recent time this column was analyzed The low value in the column Does column allow NULL values? The number of buckets in histogram for the column The number of distinct values in the column The number of nulls in the column Qualified column name The sample size used in analyzing this column Sequence number of the column in the segment Nested table name Were the statistics entered directly by the user? Is column data in 8.0 image format? Is this a virtual column?



Table USER_NESTED_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



Element_Substitutable



Indication of whether the nested table element is substituta
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Element_Substitutable Parent_Table_Column Parent_Table_Column Parent_Table_Name Table_Name Table_Type_Name Table_Type_Owner



ble or not Column name of the parent table that corresponds to the nest ed table Name of the parent table containing the nested table Name of the nested table Name of the type of the nested table Owner of the type of which the nested table was created



Table USER_OBJ_AUDIT_OPTS Colonne



Commentaire



Alt Aud Com Cre Del Exe Fbk Gra Ind Ins Loc Object_Name Object_Type Rea Ref Ref Ren Sel Upd Wri



Auditing ALTER WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing AUDIT WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing COMMENT WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing CREATE WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing DELETE WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing EXECUTE WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing FLASHBACK WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing GRANT WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing INDEX WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing INSERT WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing LOCK WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Name of the object Type of the object: "TABLE" or "VIEW" Auditing READ WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Dummy REF column. Maintained for backward compatibility of t he view Auditing RENAME WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing SELECT WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing UPDATE WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL Auditing WRITE WHENEVER SUCCESSFUL / UNSUCCESSFUL



Table USER_OBJ_COLATTRS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Substitutable Table_Name



Fully qualified name of the object column or attribute Indication of whether the column is substitutable or not Name of the table containing the object column or attribute



Table USER_OBJECT_SIZE Colonne



Commentaire



Code_Size Code_Size Error_Size Error_Size Name Parsed_Size Parsed_Size Parsed_Size Source_Size Source_Size Type Type Type



Code size, in bytes. Must be in memory when this object is executing Size of error messages, in bytes. In memory during the comp ilation of the object when there are compilation errors Name of the object Size of the parsed form of the object, in bytes. Must be in memory when an object is being compiled that references thi s object Size of the source, in bytes. Must be in memory during comp ilation, or dynamic recompilation Type of the object: "TYPE", "TYPE BODY", "TABLE", "VIEW", "S YNONYM", "SEQUENCE", "PROCEDURE", "FUNCTION", "PACKAGE", "PA CKAGE BODY", "JAVA SOURCE", "JAVA CLASS", "JAVA RESOURCE" or



Table USER_OBJECT_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



Avg_Row_Len Avg_Space



The average row length, including row overhead The average available free space in the table
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Avg_Space_Freelist_Blocks Backed_Up Blocks Buffer_Pool Cache Chain_Cnt Cluster_Name Cluster_Owner Compression Degree Dependencies Dropped Duration Duration Empty_Blocks Freelist_Groups Freelists Global_Stats Global_Stats Ini_Trans Initial_Extent Instances Instances Iot_Name Iot_Name Iot_Type Iot_Type Last_Analyzed Logging Max_Extents Max_Trans Min_Extents Monitoring Nested Next_Extent Num_Freelist_Blocks Num_Rows Object_Id_Type Object_Id_Type Partitioned Pct_Free Pct_Increase Pct_Used Row_Movement Sample_Size Secondary Secondary Skip_Corrupt Status Status Table_Lock Table_Name Table_Type Table_Type_Owner Table_Type_Owner Tablespace_Name Temporary Temporary User_Stats



The average freespace of all blocks on a freelist Has table been backed up since last modification? The number of used blocks in the table The default buffer pool to be used for table blocks Whether the table is to be cached in the buffer cache The number of chained rows in the table Name of the cluster, if any, to which the table belongs Owner of the cluster, if any, to which the table belongs Whether table compression is enabled or not The number of threads per instance for scanning the table Should we keep track of row level dependencies? Whether table is dropped and is in Recycle Bin If temporary table, then duration is sys$session or sys$tran saction else NULL The number of empty (never used) blocks in the table Number of freelist groups allocated in this segment Number of process freelists allocated in this segment Are the statistics calculated without merging underlying par titions? Initial number of transactions Size of the initial extent in bytes The number of instances across which the table is to be scan ned Name of the index-only table, if any, to which the overflow or mapping table entry belongs If index-only table, then IOT_TYPE is IOT or IOT_OVERFLOW or IOT_MAPPING else NULL The date of the most recent time this table was analyzed Logging attribute Maximum number of extents allowed in the segment Maximum number of transactions Minimum number of extents allowed in the segment Should we keep track of the amount of modification? Is the table a nested table? Size of secondary extents in bytes The number of blocks on the freelist The number of rows in the table If user-defined OID, then USER-DEFINED, else if system gener ated OID, then SYSTEM GENERATED Is this table partitioned? YES or NO Minimum percentage of free space in a block Percentage increase in extent size Minimum percentage of used space in a block Whether partitioned row movement is enabled or disabled The sample size used in analyzing this table Is this table object created as part of icreate for domain i ndexes? Whether skip corrupt blocks is enabled or disabled Status of the table will be UNUSABLE if a previous DROP TABL E operation failed, VALID otherwise Whether table locking is enabled or disabled Name of the table Type of the table if the table is an object table Owner of the type of the table if the table is an object tab le Name of the tablespace containing the table Can the current session only see data that it place in this object itself? Were the statistics entered directly by the user?



Table USER_OBJECTS
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Colonne



Commentaire



Created Data_Object_Id Generated Last_Ddl_Time Last_Ddl_Time Object_Id Object_Name Object_Type Secondary Secondary Status Subobject_Name Temporary Temporary Timestamp



Timestamp for the creation of the object Object number of the segment which contains the object Was the name of this object system generated? Timestamp for the last DDL change (including GRANT and REVOK E) to the object Object number of the object Name of the object Type of the object Is this a secondary object created as part of icreate for do main indexes? Status of the object Name of the sub-object (for example, partititon) Can the current session only see data that it place in this object itself? Timestamp for the specification of the object



Table USER_OPANCILLARY Colonne



Commentaire



Binding# Operator_Name Owner Primop_Bind# Primop_Name Primop_Owner



Binding number of ancillary operator Name of ancillary operator Owner of ancillary operator Binding number of primary operator Name of primary operator Owner of primary operator



Table USER_OPARGUMENTS Colonne



Commentaire



Argument_Type Binding# Operator_Name Owner Position



Datatype of the operator argument Binding# of the operator Name of the operator Owner of the operator Position of the operator argument



Table USER_OPBINDINGS Colonne



Commentaire



Binding# Function_Name Function_Name Implementation_Type Implementation_Type_Schema Operator_Name Owner Property Return_Schema Return_Schema Return_Type



Binding# of the operator Name of the binding function or method as specified by the u ser Implementation type of the indextype Schema of the implementation type of the indextype Name of the operator Owner of the operator Property of the operator binding Name of the schema of the return type - not null only for AD Ts Name of the return type



Table USER_OPERATOR_COMMENTS Colonne



Commentaire



Comments Operator_Name Owner



Comment for the user-defined operator Name of the user-defined operator Owner of the user-defined operator



Table USER_OPERATORS Colonne



Commentaire
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Number_Of_Binds Operator_Name Owner



Number of bindings associated with the operator Name of the operator Owner of the operator



Table USER_OUTLINE_HINTS Colonne



Commentaire



Hint Join_Pos Name Node Stage



Text of the hint Position of the table in the join order Stage at which the outline is processed I.D. of the query or subquery to which the hint applies Stage at which outline is processed



Table USER_OUTLINES Colonne



Commentaire



Category Compatible Compatible Enabled Format Name Signature Sql_Text Timestamp Used Version



Category to which the outline belongs Flag indicating whether the outline hints were compatible ac ross migration Flag indicating whether the outline is enabled Flag indicating what hint format is used Name of the outline Signature uniquely identifying the outline SQL text SQL text of the query Timestamp at which the outline was created Flag indicating whether the outline has ever been used Oracle Version that created the outline



Table USER_PARTIAL_DROP_TABS Colonne



Commentaire



Table_Name



Name of the table



Table USER_PASSWORD_LIMITS Colonne



Commentaire



Limit Resource_Name



Limit placed on this resource Resource name



Table USER_PENDING_CONV_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



Table_Name



Name of the table



Table USER_PLSQL_OBJECT_SETTINGS Colonne



Commentaire



Name Nls_Length_Semantics Plsql_Ccflags Plsql_Ccflags Plsql_Code_Type Plsql_Code_Type Plsql_Debug Plsql_Optimize_Level Plsql_Warnings Type Type



Name of the object The NLS length semantics to use to compile the object The conditional compilation flag settings to use to compile the object The object codes are to be compiled natively or are interpre ted The object is to be compiled with debug information or not The optimization level to use to compile the object The compiler warning settings to use to compile the object Type of the object: "PROCEDURE", "FUNCTION", "PACKAGE", "PAC KAGE BODY", "TRIGGER", "TYPE" or "TYPE BODY"



Table USER_POLICIES
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Colonne



Commentaire



Chk_Option Del Enable Function Idx Ins Long_Predicate Object_Name Package Pf_Owner Policy_Name Policy_Type Sel Static_Policy Upd



Is check option enforced for this policy? If YES, policy is applied to delete on the object Is this policy is enabled? Name of the policy function If YES, policy is applied to IDX on the object If YES, policy is applied to insert on the object If YES, maximum predicate size is 32K Name of the synonym, table, or view Name of the package containing the policy function Owner of the policy function Name of the policy policy types If YES, policy is applied to query on the object Is this policy is static? If YES, policy is applied to update on the object



Table USER_POLICY_CONTEXTS Colonne



Commentaire



Attribute Namespace Object_Name



Attribute of the context Namespace of the context Name of the synonym, table, or view



Table USER_POLICY_GROUPS Colonne



Commentaire



Object_Name Policy_Group



Name of the synonym, table, or view Policy group defined



Table USER_PROCEDURES Colonne



Commentaire



Aggregate Impltypename Impltypeowner Object_Name Object_Name Parallel Pipelined Procedure_Name



Is it an aggregate function ? Name of the implementation type (if any) Name of the owner of the implementation type (if any) Name of the object : top level function/procedure/package na me Is the procedure parallel enabled ? Is it a pipelined table function ? Name of the procedure



Table USER_PROXIES Colonne



Commentaire



Authentication Authentication Authorization_Constraint Authorization_Constraint Client Client Role



Indicates whether proxy is required to supply client's authe ntication credentials Indicates the proxy's authority to exercise roles on client' s behalf Name of the client user who the proxy user can act on behalf of Name of the role referenced in authorization constraint



Table USER_PUBLISHED_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Change_Set_Name Column_Name Data_Length Data_Precision



Change set in which source column is published Column name of published column Column length Column precision
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Data_Scale Data_Type Nullable Pub_Id Source_Schema_Name Source_Table_Name



Column scale Column datatype Whether column is nullable Publication ID in which source column is published Source schema name of published column Source table name of published column



Table USER_QUEUE_SUBSCRIBERS Colonne



Commentaire



Address Consumer_Name Delivery_Mode Protocol Queue_Name Queue_Table Queue_To_Queue Transformation



address of the subscriber name of the subscriber message delivery mode for the subscriber protocol of the subscriber name of the queue name of the queue table whether the subscriber is a queue to queue subscriber transformation for the subscriber



Table USER_QUEUE_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



Compatible Message_Grouping Object_Type Owner_Instance Primary_Instance Queue_Table Recipients Secondary_Instance Secure Sort_Order Type User_Comment



Compatibility version of the queue table Transaction grouping Name of the payload type for object type payload Instance which owns the queue table currently Instance assigned as the primary owner of the queue table Name of the queue table Mulitple or single recipient queue Instance assigned as the secondary owner of the queue table Secure queue table Sort order for the queue table Name of the payload type User specified comment



Table USER_QUEUES Colonne



Commentaire



Dequeue_Enabled Enqueue_Enabled Max_Retries Max_Retries Name Network_Name Qid Queue_Table Queue_Type Retention Retry_Delay User_Comment



Queue is enabled for dequeue Queue is enabled for enqueue Maximum number of retries allowed when dequeuing from the qu eue Name of the queue Network name of queue service Object number of the queue Name of the table the queue data resides in Type of the queue Time interval processed messages retained in the queue Time interval between retries User specified comment



Table USER_RECYCLEBIN Colonne



Commentaire



Base_Object Can_Purge Can_Undrop Createtime Dropscn Droptime Object_Name



Base objects Obj# User can undrop this object User can undrop this object Timestamp for the creating of the object SCN of the transaction which moved object to Recycle Bin Timestamp for the dropping of the object New name of the object
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Operation Original_Name Partition_Name Purge_Object Related Space Ts_Name Type



Operation carried out on the object Original name of the object Partition Name which was dropped Obj# for object which gets purged Parent objects Obj# Number of blocks used by this object Tablespace Name to which object belongs Type of the object



Table USER_REFRESH Colonne



Commentaire



Broken Heap_Size Implicit_Destroy Implicit_Destroy Interval Job Next_Date Next_Date Parallelism Purge_Option Push_Deferred_Rpc Push_Deferred_Rpc Refgroup Refresh_After_Errors Refresh_After_Errors Rname Rollback_Seg Rowner



Y or N, Y is the job is broken and will never be run The heap size used for transaction propagation Y or N, if Y then destroy the refresh group when its last it em is subtracted A date function used to compute the next NEXT_DATE Identifier of job used to automatically refresh the group Date that this job will next be automatically refreshed, if not broken The level of parallelism for transaction propagation The method for purging the transaction queue after each push Y or N, if Y then push changes from snapshot to master befor e refresh Internal identifier of refresh group If Y, proceed with refresh despite error when pushing deferr ed RPCs Name of the refresh group Name of the rollback segment to use while refreshing Name of the owner of the refresh group



Table USER_REFRESH_CHILDREN Colonne



Commentaire



Broken Heap_Size Implicit_Destroy Implicit_Destroy Interval Job Name Next_Date Next_Date Owner Parallelism Purge_Option Push_Deferred_Rpc Push_Deferred_Rpc Refgroup Refresh_After_Errors Refresh_After_Errors Rname Rollback_Seg Rowner Type



Y or N, Y is the job is broken and will never be run The heap size used for transaction propagation Y or N, if Y then destroy the refresh group when its last it em is subtracted A date function used to compute the next NEXT_DATE Identifier of job used to automatically refresh the group Name of the object in the refresh group Date that this job will next be automatically refreshed, if not broken Owner of the object in the refresh group The level of parallelism for transaction propagation The method for purging the transaction queue after each push Y or N, if Y then push changes from snapshot to master befor e refresh Internal identifier of refresh group If Y, proceed with refresh despite error when pushing deferr ed RPCs Name of the refresh group Name of the rollback segment to use while refreshing Name of the owner of the refresh group Type of the object in the refresh group



Table USER_REFS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Is_Scoped Object_Id_Type



Column name or attribute of object column Is the REF column scoped? If ref contains user-defined OID, then USER-DEFINED, else if
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Object_Id_Type Scope_Table_Name Scope_Table_Owner Table_Name With_Rowid



it contains system generated OID, then SYSTEM GENERATED Name of the scope table, if it exists Owner of the scope table, if it exists Name of the table containing the REF column Is the REF value stored with the rowid?



Table USER_REGISTERED_MVIEWS Colonne



Commentaire



Can_Use_Log Can_Use_Log Mview_Id Mview_Id Mview_Site Name Owner Query_Txt Refresh_Method Refresh_Method Updatable Version



If NO, this materialized view is complex and cannot fast ref resh Identifier for the materialized view used by the master for fast refresh Global name of the materialized view site The name of the materialized view Owner of the materialized view Query defining the materialized view Whether the materialized view uses rowid or primary key or o bject id for fast refresh If NO, the materialized view is read only Version of materialized view



Table USER_REGISTERED_SNAPSHOTS Colonne



Commentaire



Can_Use_Log Name Owner Query_Txt Refresh_Method Refresh_Method Snapshot_Id Snapshot_Id Snapshot_Site Updatable Version



If NO, this snapshot is complex and cannot fast refresh The name of the snapshot Owner of the snapshot Query defining the snapshot Whether the snapshot uses rowid or primary key or object id for fast refresh Identifier for the snapshot used by the master for fast refr esh Global name of the snapshot site If NO, the snapshot is read only Version of snapshot



Table USER_REPAUDIT_ATTRIBUTE Colonne



Commentaire



Attribute Data_Length Data_Type Source



Description of the attribute Length of the attribute value in byte Datatype of the attribute value Name of the function which returns the attribute value



Table USER_REPAUDIT_COLUMN Colonne



Commentaire



Attribute Base_Conflict_Type Base_Oname Base_Reference_Name Base_Sname Column_Name Oname



Description of the attribute Type of conflict Name of the replicated table Table name, unique constraint name, or column group name Owner of replicated table Name of the column in the shadow table Name of the shadow table



Table USER_REPCAT_REFRESH_TEMPLATES Colonne



Commentaire



Owner Public_Template



Owner of the refresh group template. Flag specifying public template or private template.
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Refresh_Group_Name Refresh_Template_Name Template_Comment



Name of the refresh group to create during instantiation. Name of the refresh group template. Optional comment field for the refresh group template.



Table USER_REPCAT_TEMPLATE_OBJECTS Colonne



Commentaire



Ddl_Num Ddl_Text Ddl_Text Derived_From_Oname Derived_From_Sname Derived_From_Sname Flavor_Id Master_Rollback_Segment Object_Name Object_Type Refresh_Template_Name



Order of DDLs for creating the object. DDL string for creating the object or WHERE clause for snaps hot query. Object name of object this object was derived from. Schema name of schema containing object this was derived fro m. Foreign key to the REPCAT$_FLAVORS table. Rollback segment for use during snapshot refreshes. Name of the database object. Type of database object. Name of the refresh group template.



Table USER_REPCAT_TEMPLATE_PARMS Colonne



Commentaire



Default_Parm_Value Owner Parameter_Name Prompt_String Public_Template Refresh_Group_Name Refresh_Template_Name Template_Comment User_Override



Default value for the parameter. Owner of the refresh group template. name of the parameter. String for use in prompting for parameter values. Flag specifying public template or private template. Name of the refresh group to create during instantiation. Name of the refresh group template. Optional comment field for the refresh group template. User override flag.



Table USER_REPCAT_TEMPLATE_SITES Colonne



Commentaire



Refresh_Group_Name Refresh_Template_Name Repapi_Site_Name Site_Name Status Template_Owner User_Name



Name of the refresh group to create during instantiation. Name of the refresh group template. Name of the repapi site that has instantiated the template. Name of the site that has instantiated the template. Status of the instantiation at the site. Owner of the refresh group template. Database user name.



Table USER_REPCAT_USER_AUTHORIZATION Colonne



Commentaire



Owner Public_Template Refresh_Group_Name Refresh_Template_Name Template_Comment User_Name



Owner of the refresh group template. Flag specifying public template or private template. Name of the refresh group to create during instantiation. Name of the refresh group template. Optional comment field for the refresh group template. Database user name.



Table USER_REPCAT_USER_PARM_VALUES Colonne



Commentaire



Default_Parm_Value Owner Parameter_Name Parm_Value Prompt_String



Default value for the parameter. Owner of the refresh group template. name of the parameter. Value of the parameter for this user. String for use in prompting for parameter values.
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Public_Template Refresh_Group_Name Refresh_Template_Name Template_Comment User_Name



Flag specifying public template or private template. Name of the refresh group to create during instantiation. Name of the refresh group template. Optional comment field for the refresh group template. Database user name.



Table USER_REPCATLOG Colonne



Commentaire



Errnum Gname Id Master Message Oname Request Role Sname Source Status Timestamp Type Userid



Oracle error number associated with processing the request Name of the replicated object group Identifying number of repcat log record Name of the database that processes this request Error message associated with processing the request Replicated object name, if applicable Name of the requested operation Is this database the masterdef for the request Schema of replicated object name, if applicable Name of the database at which the request originated Status of the request at this database When the request was submitted Type of replicated object, if applicable Name of the user who submitted the request



Table USER_REPCOLUMN Colonne



Commentaire



Char_Length Char_Used Character_Set_Name Cname Compare_Old_On_Delete Compare_Old_On_Update Ctype Ctype_Hashcode Ctype_Mod Ctype_Owner Ctype_Toid Data_Length Data_Precision Data_Scale Id Nullable Oname Pos Send_Old_On_Delete Send_Old_On_Update Sname Top Type



The maximum length of the column in characters C if the width was specified in characters, B if in bytes Name of character set for column, if applicable Name of the replicated column Compare the old value of the column in replicated deletes Compare the old value of the column in replicated updates Type of the column Type hashcode of a column of TYPE Datatype modifier of a column Type owner of a column of TYPE Type OID of a column of TYPE Length of the column in bytes Length: decimal digits (NUMBER) or binary digits (FLOAT) Digits to right of decimal point in a number ID of the replicated column Does column allow NULL values? Name of the object Ordering of the replicated column Send the old value of the column in replicated deletes Send the old value of the column in replicated updates Name of the user Top column name for an attribute Type of the object



Table USER_REPCOLUMN_GROUP Colonne



Commentaire



Group_Comment Group_Name Oname



Description of the column group Name of the column group Name of the replicated object



Table USER_REPDDL Colonne



Commentaire
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Ddl_Num Line Log_Id Master Role Source Text



Order of ddls to execute Ordering of records within a single request Identifying number of the repcat log record Name of the database that processes this request Is this database the masterdef for the request Name of the database at which the request originated Portion of an argument



Table USER_REPFLAVOR_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Cname Fname Gname Group_Owner Oname Pos Pos Sname Top Type Type_Hashcode Type_Mod Type_Owner Type_Toid



Column name Flavor name Object group name Object group owner Object name Ordering of column used as IN parameter in the replication p rocedures Schema containing the object Top column of this attribute column Column type Type hashcode of a column of TYPE Datatype modifier of a column Type owner of a column of TYPE Type OID of a column of TYPE



Table USER_REPFLAVOR_OBJECTS Colonne



Commentaire



Fname Gname Group_Owner Oname Sname Type



Flavor name Object group name Object group owner Name of object Schema containing object Object type



Table USER_REPFLAVORS Colonne



Commentaire



Created_By Creation_Date Flavor_Id Fname Gname Group_Owner Published



User that created the flavor Date on which the flavor was created Flavor identifier, unique within object group Name of the flavor Name of the object group Owner of the object group Indicates whether flavor is published (Y/N) or obsolete (O)



Table USER_REPGENERATED Colonne



Commentaire



Base_Oname Base_Sname Base_Type Distributed Oname Package_Prefix Procedure_Prefix Reason Sname Type



Name of the user's object Name of the user Type of the user's object Is the generated object separately generated at each master Name of the generated object Prefix for package wrapper Procedure prefix for package wrapper or procedure wrapper Reason the object was generated Schema containing the generated object Type of the generated object
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Table USER_REPGENOBJECTS Colonne



Commentaire



Base_Oname Base_Sname Base_Type Distributed Oname Package_Prefix Procedure_Prefix Reason Sname Type



Name of the user's object Name of the user Type of the user's object Is the generated object separately generated at each master Name of the generated object Prefix for package wrapper Procedure prefix for package wrapper or procedure wrapper Reason the object was generated Schema containing the generated object Type of the generated object



Table USER_REPGROUP Colonne



Commentaire



Fname Gname Master Owner Rpc_Processing_Disabled Schema_Comment Sname Status



Flavor name Name of the replicated object group Is the site a master site Owner of the replicated object group Whether this site disables processing of replication RPC User description of the replicated object group OBSOLETE COLUMN: Name of the user If site is master, the master's status



Table USER_REPGROUP_PRIVILEGES Colonne



Commentaire



Created Gname Proxy_Snapadmin Receiver Username



Registration date Name of the replicated object group Proxy snapadmin privileges Receiver privileges Name of the user



Table USER_REPGROUPED_COLUMN Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Group_Name Oname



Name of the column in the column group Name of the column group Name of the replicated object



Table USER_REPKEY_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Col Oname Sname



Column in the table Name of the table Schema containing table



Table USER_REPOBJECT Colonne



Commentaire



Generation_Status Generation_Status Gname Group_Owner Id Internal_Package_Exists Min_Communication Nested_Table



Status of whether the object needs to generate replication p ackages Name of the replicated objects group Owner of the replicated objects group Identifier of the local object Internal package exists? Send only necessary OLD and NEW values for an updated row? Storage table for a nested table column?
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Object_Comment Oname Replication_Trigger_Exists Sname Status Status Type



User description of the replicated object Name of the object Inline trigger flag exists? Name of the user Status of the last create or alter request on the local obje ct Type of the object



Table USER_REPPARAMETER_COLUMN Colonne



Commentaire



Conflict_Type Oname Parameter_Column_Name Parameter_Sequence_No Parameter_Table_Name Reference_Name Sequence_No



Type of conflict Name of the replicated object Name of the parameter column used for resolving the conflict Ordering on parameter column Name of the table to which the parameter column belongs Table name, unique constraint name, or column group name Ordering on resolution



Table USER_REPPRIORITY Colonne



Commentaire



Char_Value Data_Type Date_Value Fixed_Data_Length Large_Char_Value Nchar_Value Number_Value Nvarchar2_Value Priority Priority_Group Raw_Value Varchar2_Value



Blank-padded character string Datatype of the value Date value Length of the value in bytes if the datatype is CHAR Blank-padded character string over 255 characters NCHAR string Numeric value NVARCHAR2 string Priority of the value Name of the priority group Raw value Character string



Table USER_REPPRIORITY_GROUP Colonne



Commentaire



Data_Type Fixed_Data_Length Priority_Comment Priority_Group



Datatype of the value Length of the value in bytes if the datatype is CHAR Description of the priority group Name of the priority group



Table USER_REPPROP Colonne



Commentaire



Dblink How Oname Propagate_Comment Sname Type



Destination database for propagation Propagation choice for the destination database Name of the object User description of the propagation choice Name of the user Type of the object



Table USER_REPRESOL_STATS_CONTROL Colonne



Commentaire



Created Last_Purge_End_Date Last_Purge_Start_Date Oname Purged_Date



Timestamp for which statistics collection was first started The last end date of the statistics purging date range The last start date of the statistics purging date range Name of the replicated object Timestamp for the last purge of statistics data
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Status Status_Update_Date



Status of statistics collection: ACTIVE, CANCELLED Timestamp for which the status was last updated



Table USER_REPRESOLUTION Colonne



Commentaire



Conflict_Type Function_Name Method_Name Oname Priority_Group Reference_Name Resolution_Comment Sequence_No



Type of conflict Name of the resolution function Name of the conflict resolution method Name of the replicated object Name of the priority group used in conflict resolution Table name, unique constraint name, or column group name Description of the conflict resolution Ordering on resolution



Table USER_REPRESOLUTION_METHOD Colonne



Commentaire



Conflict_Type Method_Name



Type of conflict Name of the conflict resolution method



Table USER_REPRESOLUTION_STATISTICS Colonne



Commentaire



Conflict_Type Function_Name Method_Name Oname Primary_Key_Value Priority_Group Reference_Name Resolved_Date



Type of conflict Name of the resolution function Name of the conflict resolution method Name of the replicated object Primary key of the replicated row (character data) Name of the priority group used in conflict resolution Table name, unique constraint name, or column group name Timestamp for the resolution of the conflict



Table USER_REPSCHEMA Colonne



Commentaire



Dblink Gname Group_Owner Master Master_Comment Masterdef Masterdef Sname Snapmaster Snapmaster



A database site replicating the object group Name of the replicated object group Owner of the replicated object group Redundant information from user_repcat.master User description of the database site Is the database the master definition site for the replicate d object group OBSOLETE COLUMN: Name of the user For snapshot sites, is the database the current refresh mast er



Table USER_REPSITES Colonne



Commentaire



Dblink Gname Group_Owner Master Master_Comment Masterdef Masterdef Snapmaster Snapmaster



A database site replicating the schema Name of the replicated object group Owner of the replicated object group Redundant information from user_repcat.master User description of the database site Is the database the master definition site for the replicate d object group For snapshot sites, is the database the current refresh mast er



Table USER_RESOURCE_LIMITS
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Colonne



Commentaire



Limit Resource_Name



Limit placed on this resource Resource name



Table USER_RESUMABLE Colonne



Commentaire



Coord_Instance_Id Coord_Session_Id Error_Msg Error_Number Error_Parameter1 Error_Parameter2 Error_Parameter3 Error_Parameter4 Error_Parameter5 Instance_Id Name Resume_Time Session_Id Sql_Text Start_Time Status Suspend_Time Timeout



Instance number of parallel query coordinator Session number of parallel query coordinator The current error message The current error number The 1st parameter to the current error message The 2nd parameter to the current error message The 3rd parameter to the current error message The 4th parameter to the current error message The 5th parameter to the current error message Instance ID of this resumable session Name of this resumable session Resume time of the current statement Session ID of this resumable session The current SQL text Start time of the current transaction Status of this resumable session Suspend time of the current statement Timeout of this resumable session



Table USER_REWRITE_EQUIVALENCES Colonne



Commentaire



Destination_Stmt Name Owner Rewrite_Mode Source_Stmt



Destination of the rewrite equivalence Name of the rewrite equivalence Owner of the rewrite equivalence Rewrite mode of the rewrite equivalence Source statement of the rewrite equivalence



Table USER_ROLE_PRIVS Colonne



Commentaire



Admin_Option Default_Role Granted_Role Os_Granted Os_Granted Username



Grant was with the ADMIN option Role is designated as a DEFAULT ROLE for the user Granted role name Role is granted via the operating system (using OS_ROLES = T RUE) User Name or PUBLIC



Table USER_RSRC_CONSUMER_GROUP_PRIVS Colonne



Commentaire



Grant_Option Granted_Group



whether the user can grant the privilege to others consumer groups to which the user can switch



Table USER_RSRC_MANAGER_SYSTEM_PRIVS Colonne



Commentaire



Admin_Option Privilege



whether the user can grant the privilege to others name of the system privilege



Table USER_RULE_SET_RULES
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Colonne



Commentaire



Rule_Name Rule_Owner Rule_Set_Name Rule_Set_Rule_Comment Rule_Set_Rule_Enabled Rule_Set_Rule_Eval_Ctx_Name Rule_Set_Rule_Eval_Ctx_Name Rule_Set_Rule_Eval_Ctx_Owner Rule_Set_Rule_Eval_Ctx_Owner



Name of the rule Owner of the rule Name of the rule set User description of this mapping Whether the rule is enabled in this ruleset evaluation context name specified when the rule is added to this rule set evaluation context owner specified when the rule is added to this rule set



Table USER_RULE_SETS Colonne



Commentaire



Rule_Set_Comment Rule_Set_Eval_Context_Name Rule_Set_Eval_Context_Name Rule_Set_Eval_Context_Owner Rule_Set_Eval_Context_Owner Rule_Set_Name



user description of the rule set The evaluation context name associated with the rule set, if any The evaluation context owner name associated with the rule s et, if any Name of the rule set



Table USER_RULES Colonne



Commentaire



Rule_Action_Context Rule_Comment Rule_Condition Rule_Evaluation_Context_Name Rule_Evaluation_Context_Owner Rule_Name



action context of the rule user description of the rule the rule expression name of the evaluation context on which rule is defined owner of the evaluation context on which rule is defined Name of the rule



Table USER_RULESETS Colonne



Commentaire



Base_Table Ruleset_Comment Ruleset_Name Ruleset_Storage_Table



name of the evaluation context for the rule set user description of the ruleset Name of the ruleset name of the table to store rules in the ruleset



Table USER_SCHEDULER_CHAIN_RULES Colonne



Commentaire



Action Chain_Name Comments Condition Rule_Name



Action to be performed when the rule is triggered Name of the scheduler chain the rule is in User-specified comments about the rule Boolean condition triggering the rule Name of the rule



Table USER_SCHEDULER_CHAIN_STEPS Colonne



Commentaire



Chain_Name Event_Condition Event_Condition Event_Queue_Agent Event_Queue_Agent Event_Queue_Name Event_Queue_Owner Event_Schedule_Name Event_Schedule_Owner Pause



Name of the scheduler chain the step is in Boolean expression used as the subscription rule for event o n the source queue Name of AQ agent used by user on the event source queue (for a secure queue) Name of source queue into which event will be raised Owner of source queue into which event will be raised Name of the event schedule that this step waits for Owner of the event schedule that this step waits for Whether this step should be paused after running or not
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Program_Name Program_Owner Restart_On_Recovery Skip Step_Name Step_Type Timeout



Name of the program that runs during this step Owner of the program that runs during this step Whether this step should be restarted on database recovery Whether this step should be skipped or not Name of the chain step Type of this step Timeout for waiting on an event schedule



Table USER_SCHEDULER_CHAINS Colonne



Commentaire



Chain_Name Comments Enabled Evaluation_Interval Evaluation_Interval Number_Of_Rules Number_Of_Steps Rule_Set_Name Rule_Set_Owner User_Rule_Set



Name of the scheduler chain Comments on the chain Whether the chain is enabled Periodic interval at which to reevaluate rules for this chai n Number of rules in this chain Number of defined steps in this chain Name of the associated rule set Owner of the associated rule set Whether the chain uses a user-specified rule set



Table USER_SCHEDULER_JOB_ARGS Colonne



Commentaire



Anydata_Value Argument_Name Argument_Position Argument_Type Job_Name Out_Argument Value



Value set to this argument in AnyData format Optional name of this argument Position of this argument in the argument list Data type of this argument Name of the job this argument belongs to Reserved for future use Value set to this argument in string format (if a string)



Table USER_SCHEDULER_JOB_LOG Colonne



Commentaire



Additional_Info Client_Id Client_Id Global_Uid Global_Uid Job_Class Job_Name Job_Subname Log_Date Log_Id Operation Owner Status User_Name User_Name



Additional information on this entry, if applicable The client id of the user who performed the operation, if ap plicable The global_uid of the user who performed the operation, if a pplicable The class the job belonged to at the time of entry The name of the scheduler job The subname of the scheduler job (for a chain step job) The date of this log entry The unique id that identifies a row The operation corresponding to this log entry The owner of the scheduler job The status of the operation, if applicable The name of the user who performed the operation, if applica ble



Table USER_SCHEDULER_JOB_RUN_DETAILS Colonne



Commentaire



Actual_Start_Date Additional_Info Cpu_Used Error# Instance_Id Job_Name



The actual date the job ran Additional information on the job run, if applicable The amount of cpu used for this job run The error number in the case of error The id of the instance on which the job ran The name of the scheduler job
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Job_Subname Log_Date Log_Id Log_Id Owner Req_Start_Date Run_Duration Session_Id Slave_Pid Status



The subname of the scheduler job (for a chain step job) The date of the log entry The unique id of the log entry. Foreign key on entry in dba_ scheduler_job_log The owner of the scheduler job The requested start date of the job run The duration that the job ran The session id of the job run The process id of the slave on which the job ran The status of the job run



Table USER_SCHEDULER_JOBS Colonne



Commentaire



Auto_Drop Client_Id Comments Destination Enabled End_Date End_Date Event_Condition Event_Condition Event_Queue_Agent Event_Queue_Agent Event_Queue_Name Event_Queue_Owner Event_Rule Event_Rule Failure_Count Flags Global_Uid Instance_Stickiness Job_Action Job_Class Job_Creator Job_Name Job_Priority Job_Subname Job_Subname Job_Type Job_Weight Last_Run_Duration Last_Start_Date Logging_Level Max_Failures Max_Failures Max_Run_Duration Max_Runs Next_Run_Date Nls_Env Number_Of_Arguments Program_Name Program_Owner Raise_Events Repeat_Interval Restartable Retry_Count Run_Count Schedule_Limit Schedule_Limit Schedule_Name



Whether this job will be dropped when it has completed Client id of user creating this job Comments on the job Destination global database identifier Whether the job is enabled Date after which this job will no longer run (for an inlined schedule) Boolean expression used as subscription rule for event on th e source queue Name of AQ agent used by user on the event source queue (if it is a secure queue) Name of source queue into which event will be raised Owner of source queue into which event will be raised Name of rule used by the coordinator to trigger event based job Number of times this job has failed to run This column is for internal use. Global uid of user creating this job Whether this job is sticky Inlined job action Name of job class associated with the job Original creator of this job Name of the scheduler job Priority of the job relative to others within the same class Subname of the scheduler job (for a job running a chain step ) Inlined job action type Weight of this job How long the job took last time Last date on which the job started running Amount of logging that will be done pertaining to this job Number of times this job will be allowed to fail before bein g marked broken This column is reserved for future use Maximum number of times this job is scheduled to run Next date the job is scheduled to run on NLS environment of this job Inlined job number of arguments Name of the program associated with the job Owner of the program associated with the job List of job events to raise for this job Inlined schedule PL/SQL expression or calendar string Whether this job can be restarted or not Number of times this job has retried, if it is retrying. Number of times this job has run Time in minutes after which a job which has not run yet will be rescheduled Name of the schedule that this job uses (can be a window or
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Schedule_Name Schedule_Owner Schedule_Owner Schedule_Type Source Start_Date Start_Date State Stop_On_Window_Close Stop_On_Window_Close System



window group) Owner of the schedule that this job uses (can be a window or window group) Type of the schedule that this job uses Source global database identifier Original scheduled start date of this job (for an inlined sc hedule) Current state of the job Whether this job will stop if a window it is associated with closes Whether this is a system job



Table USER_SCHEDULER_PROGRAM_ARGS Colonne



Commentaire



Argument_Name Argument_Position Argument_Type Default_Anydata_Value Default_Value Default_Value Metadata_Attribute Out_Argument Program_Name



Optional name of this argument Position of this argument in the argument list Data type of this argument Default value taken by this argument in AnyData format Default value taken by this argument in string format (if a string) Metadata attribute (if a metadata argument) Whether this is an out argument Name of the program this argument belongs to



Table USER_SCHEDULER_PROGRAMS Colonne



Commentaire



Comments Detached Enabled Number_Of_Arguments Program_Action Program_Name Program_Type



Comments on the program This column is for internal use Whether the program is enabled Number of arguments accepted by the program String specifying the program action Name of the scheduler program Type of program action



Table USER_SCHEDULER_RUNNING_CHAINS Colonne



Commentaire



Chain_Name Chain_Owner Completed Duration End_Date End_Date Error_Code Job_Name Job_Subname Job_Subname Pause Restart_On_Recovery Skip Start_Date State Step_Job_Log_Id Step_Job_Log_Id Step_Job_Subname Step_Job_Subname Step_Name



Name of the chain being run Owner of the chain being run Whether this step has completed How long this step took to complete, if it has completed When this job step finished running, if it has finished runn ing Error code of this step, if it has finished running Name of the job which is running the chain Subname of the job which is running the chain (for a subchai n) Whether this step will be paused after running or not Whether this step will be restarted on database recovery Whether this step will be skipped or not When this step started, if it has already started State of this step Log id of the step job if it has completed and has been logg ed. Subname of the job running this step, if the step job has be en created Name of this step of the running chain



Table USER_SCHEDULER_RUNNING_JOBS
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Colonne



Commentaire



Job_Name Job_Subname Job_Subname Resource_Consumer_Group Resource_Consumer_Group Running_Instance Running_Instance Slave_Os_Process_Id Slave_Os_Process_Id Slave_Process_Id Slave_Process_Id



Name of the running scheduler job Subname of the running scheduler job (for a job running a ch ain step) Resource consumer group of the session in which the schedule r job is running Database instance number of the slave process running the sc heduler job Operating system process number of the slave process running the scheduler job Process number of the slave process running the scheduler jo b



Table USER_SCHEDULER_SCHEDULES Colonne



Commentaire



Comments End_Date End_Date Event_Condition Event_Condition Event_Queue_Agent Event_Queue_Agent Event_Queue_Name Event_Queue_Owner Repeat_Interval Schedule_Name Schedule_Type Start_Date



Comments on this schedule Cutoff date after which the schedule will not specify any da tes Boolean expression used as subscription rule for event on th e source queue Name of AQ agent used by user on the event source queue (if it is a secure queue) Name of source queue into which event will be raised Owner of source queue into which event will be raised Calendar syntax expression for this schedule Name of the schedule Type of the schedule Start date for the repeat interval



Table USER_SEC_RELEVANT_COLS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Option Object_Name Policy_Group Policy_Name Sec_Rel_Column



Option of the security relevant column Name of the table or view Name of the policy group Name of the policy Name of security relevant column



Table USER_SECONDARY_OBJECTS Colonne



Commentaire



Index_Name Index_Owner Secondary_Object_Name Secondary_Object_Owner



Name of the domain index Name of the domain index owner Name of the secondary object Owner of the secondary object



Table USER_SEGMENTS Colonne



Commentaire



Blocks Buffer_Pool Buffer_Pool Bytes Extents Freelist_Groups Freelists Initial_Extent Max_Extents Min_Extents



Size, in Oracle blocks, of the segment The default buffer pool to be used for blocks from this segm ent Size, in bytes, of the segment Number of extents allocated to the segment Number of freelist groups allocated to this segment Number of process freelists allocated to this segment Size, in bytes, of the initial extent of the segment Maximum number of extents allowed in the segment Minimum number of extents allowed in the segment
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Next_Extent Next_Extent Partition_Name Pct_Increase Pct_Increase Segment_Name Segment_Type Segment_Type Segment_Type Tablespace_Name



Size, in bytes, of the next extent to be allocated to the se gment Partition/Subpartition Name, if any, of the segment Percent by which to increase the size of the next extent to be allocated Name, if any, of the segment Type of segment: "TABLE", "CLUSTER", "INDEX", "ROLLBACK", " DEFERRED ROLLBACK", "TEMPORARY", "SPACE HEADER", "TYPE2 UNDO or CACHE" Name of the tablespace containing the segment



Table USER_SEQUENCES Colonne



Commentaire



Cache_Size Cycle_Flag Increment_By Last_Number Max_Value Min_Value Order_Flag Sequence_Name



Number of sequence numbers to cache Does sequence wrap around on reaching limit? Value by which sequence is incremented Last sequence number written to disk Maximum value of the sequence Minimum value of the sequence Are sequence numbers generated in order? SEQUENCE name



Table USER_SNAPSHOT_LOGS Colonne



Commentaire



Current_Snapshots Filter_Columns Include_New_Values Include_New_Values Log_Owner Log_Table Log_Table Log_Trigger Master Object_Id Primary_Key Rowids Sequence



Dates that all known simple snapshots last refreshed If YES, the snapshot log records filter column information If YES, the snapshot log records old and new values (else on ly old values) Owner of the snapshot log Log table; with rowids and timestamps of rows which changed in the master Trigger on master table; fills the snapshot log Name of the master table which changes are logged If YES, the snapshot log records object id information If YES, the snapshot log records primary key information If YES, the snapshot log records rowid information If YES, the snapshot log records sequence information



Table USER_SNAPSHOT_REFRESH_TIMES Colonne



Commentaire



Last_Refresh Master Master_Owner Name Owner



SYSDATE from the master site at the time of the last refresh Name of the master table Owner of the master table The view used by users and applications for viewing the MV Owner of the materialized view



Table USER_SNAPSHOTS Colonne



Commentaire



Can_Use_Log Error Error Last_Refresh Master Master_Link Master_Owner Master_Rollback_Seg Master_View



If NO, this snapshot is complex and will never use a log The error returned last time an automatic refresh was attemp ted SYSDATE from the master site at the time of the last refresh Name of the master table that this snapshot is a copy of Database link name to the master site Owner of the master table Rollback segment to use at the master site View of the master table, owned by the snapshot owner, used
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Master_View Name Name Next Owner Prebuilt Prebuilt Query Refresh_Group Refresh_Group Refresh_Method Refresh_Mode Start_With Status Table_Name Table_Name Type Type Updatable Update_Log Update_Trig



for refreshes The view used by users and applications for viewing the snap shot The date function used to compute next refresh dates Owner of the snapshot If YES, this snapshot uses a prebuilt table as the base tabl e The original query that this snapshot is an instantiation of All snapshots in a given refresh group get refreshed in the same transaction The values used to drive a fast refresh of the snapshot This indicates how and when the snapshot will be refreshed The date function used to compute next refresh dates The status of the contents of the snapshot Table the snapshot is stored in -- has an extra column for t he master rowid The type of refresh (complete,fast,force) for all automatic refreshes If NO, the snapshot is read only. Look up REPLICATION The table which logs changes made to an updatable snapshots The name of the trigger which fills the UPDATE_LOG



Table USER_SOURCE Colonne



Commentaire



Line Name Text Type Type



Line number of this line of source Name of the object Source text Type of the object: "TYPE", "TYPE BODY", "PROCEDURE", "FUNCT ION", "PACKAGE", "PACKAGE BODY" or "JAVA SOURCE"



Table USER_SOURCE_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



Source_Schema_Name Source_Table_Name



Schema of the source table Name of the source table



Table USER_SQLJ_TYPE_ATTRS Colonne



Commentaire



Attr_Name Attr_No Attr_No Attr_No Attr_Type_Mod Attr_Type_Name Attr_Type_Owner Character_Set_Name External_Attr_Name Inherited Length Length Precision Precision Scale Type_Name



Name of the attribute Syntactical order number or position of the attribute as spe cified in the type specification or CREATE TYPE statement (n ot to be used as ID number) Type modifier of the attribute Name of the type of the attribute Owner of the type of the attribute Character set name of the attribute External name of the attribute Is the attribute inherited from the supertype ? Length of the CHAR attribute or maximum length of the VARCHA R or VARCHAR2 attribute Decimal precision of the NUMBER or DECIMAL attribute or bina ry precision of the FLOAT attribute Scale of the NUMBER or DECIMAL attribute Name of the type



Table USER_SQLJ_TYPE_METHODS Colonne



Commentaire



External_Var_Name



Name of the external variable
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Final Inherited Instantiable Method_Name Method_No Method_No Method_Type Overriding Parameters Results Type_Name



Is the method final ? Is the method inherited from the supertype ? Is the method instantiable ? Name of the method Method number for distinguishing overloaded method (not to b e used as ID number) Type of the method Is the method overriding a supertype method ? Number of parameters to the method Number of results returned by the method Name of the type



Table USER_SQLJ_TYPES Colonne



Commentaire



Attributes External_Name Final Incomplete Instantiable Local_Attributes Local_Attributes Local_Methods Local_Methods Methods Predefined Supertype_Name Supertype_Owner Type_Name Type_Oid Typecode Using



Number of attributes (if any) in the type External class name of the type Is the type a final type? Is the type an incomplete type? Is the type an instantiable type? Number of local (not inherited) attributes (if any) in the s ubtype Number of local (not inherited) methods (if any) in the subt ype Number of methods (if any) in the type Is the type a predefined type? Name of the supertype (null if type is not a subtype) Owner of the supertype (null if type is not a subtype) Name of the type Object identifier (OID) of the type Typecode of the type Representation of the type



Table USER_STORED_SETTINGS Colonne



Commentaire



Object_Id Object_Name Object_Type Param_Name Param_Value



Object number of the object Name of the object Type of the object Name of the parameter Value of the parameter



Table USER_SUBSCRIBED_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Handle Source_Schema_Name Source_Table_Name Subscription_Name



Name of the subscribed column Unique identifier of the subscription Source schema name of the subscribed column Source table name of the subscribed column Name of the subscription



Table USER_SUBSCRIBED_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



Change_Set_Name Handle Source_Schema_Name Source_Table_Name Subscription_Name View_Name



Change set name for the subscribed table Unique identifier of the subscription Source schema name of the subscribed table Source table name of the subscribed table Name of the subscription Subscriber view name for the subscribed table
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Table USER_SUBSCRIPTIONS Colonne



Commentaire



Created Description Earliest_Scn Handle Last_Extended Last_Purged Latest_Scn Set_Name Status Subscription_Name Username



Creation date of the subscription Description of the subscription Subscription window low boundary Unique identifier of the subscription Last time subscriber called extend_window Last time subscriber called purge_window Subscription window high boundary Change set for the subscription Status of the subscriptions (N not activated, A activated) Name of the subscription User name of the subscriber



Table USER_SUMMARIES Colonne



Commentaire



Container_Name Container_Owner Contains_Views Fullrefreshtim Inc_Refreshable Inc_Refreshable Increfreshtim Known_Stale Last_Refresh_Date Last_Refresh_Scn Owner Refresh_Method Restricted_Syntax Summary Summary_Name Unusable



Name of the container table for this summary Owner of the container table This summary contains views in the FROM clause The time that it took to fully refresh the summary This summary is not restricted from being incrementally refr eshed The time that it took to incrementally refresh the summary This summary is directly stale The date of the last refresh of the summary The SCN of the last transaction to refresh the summary Owner of the summary User declared method of refresh for the summary This summary contains restrictive syntax Indicates the presence of either aggregation or a GROUP BY Name of the summary This summary is unusable, the build was deferred



Table USER_SUMMARY_AGGREGATES Colonne



Commentaire



Agg_Function Agg_Function Container_Column Distinctflag Measure Measure Owner Position_In_Select Summary_Name



Name of the aggregation function, one of the following: COUN T, SUM, MIN, MAX, AVG, VARIANCE, STDDEV Name of this column in the container table Set to Y is this is a DISTINCT aggregation The SQL text of the measure, excluding the aggregation funct ion Owner of the summary Position of this aggregated measure with the SELECT list Name of the summary



Table USER_SUMMARY_DETAIL_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



Detail_Alias Detail_Owner Detail_Relation Detail_Type Owner Summary_Name



Alias of the detail relation if used Owner of the detail relation Name of the summary detail table Type of summary detail table type Owner of the summary Name of the summary



Table USER_SUMMARY_JOINS Colonne



Commentaire
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Detailobj1_Column Detailobj1_Owner Detailobj1_Relation Detailobj2_Column Detailobj2_Owner Detailobj2_Relation Operator Owner Summary_Name



Name of the 1st detail object column Owner of the 1st detail object Name of the 1st detail object Name of the 2nd detail object column Owner of the 2nd detail object Name of the 2nd detail object Name of the join operator. Currently only = is defined Owner of the summary Name of the summary



Table USER_SUMMARY_KEYS Colonne



Commentaire



Container_Column Detailobj_Alias Detailobj_Column Detailobj_Name Detailobj_Owner Detailobj_Type Owner Position_In_Select Summary_Name



Name of the column in the container table Alias of the detail object Name of the detail object column Name of the detail object Owner of the detail object Type of the detail object: VIEW or TABLE Owner of the summary Position of this key within the SELECT list Name of the summary



Table USER_SYNONYMS Colonne



Commentaire



Db_Link Synonym_Name Table_Name Table_Owner



Database link referenced in a remote synonym Name of the synonym Name of the object referenced by the synonym Owner of the object referenced by the synonym



Table USER_SYS_PRIVS Colonne



Commentaire



Admin_Option Privilege Username



Grant was with the ADMIN option System privilege User Name or PUBLIC



Table USER_TAB_COL_STATISTICS Colonne



Commentaire



Avg_Col_Len Column_Name Density Global_Stats Global_Stats High_Value Last_Analyzed Low_Value Num_Buckets Num_Distinct Num_Nulls Sample_Size Table_Name User_Stats



The average length of the column in bytes Column name The density of the column Are the statistics calculated without merging underlying par titions? The high value in the column The date of the most recent time this column was analyzed The low value in the column The number of buckets in histogram for the column The number of distinct values in the column The number of nulls in the column The sample size used in analyzing this column Table, view or cluster name Were the statistics entered directly by the user?



Table USER_TAB_COLS Colonne



Commentaire



Avg_Col_Len Char_Col_Decl_Length



The average length of the column in bytes Declaration length of character type column
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Char_Length Char_Used Character_Set_Name Column_Id Column_Name Data_Default Data_Length Data_Precision Data_Scale Data_Type Data_Type_Mod Data_Type_Owner Data_Upgraded Data_Upgraded Default_Length Density Global_Stats Global_Stats Hidden_Column High_Value Internal_Column_Id Last_Analyzed Low_Value Nullable Num_Buckets Num_Distinct Num_Nulls Qualified_Col_Name Sample_Size Segment_Column_Id Table_Name User_Stats V80_Fmt_Image Virtual_Column



The maximum length of the column in characters C is maximum length given in characters, B if in bytes Character set name Sequence number of the column as created Column name Default value for the column Length of the column in bytes Length: decimal digits (NUMBER) or binary digits (FLOAT) Digits to right of decimal point in a number Datatype of the column Datatype modifier of the column Owner of the datatype of the column Has column data been upgraded to the latest type version for mat? Length of default value for the column The density of the column Are the statistics calculated without merging underlying par titions? Is this a hidden column? The high value in the column Internal sequence number of the column The date of the most recent time this column was analyzed The low value in the column Does column allow NULL values? The number of buckets in histogram for the column The number of distinct values in the column The number of nulls in the column Qualified column name The sample size used in analyzing this column Sequence number of the column in the segment Table, view or cluster name Were the statistics entered directly by the user? Is column data in 8.0 image format? Is this a virtual column?



Table USER_TAB_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Avg_Col_Len Char_Col_Decl_Length Char_Length Char_Used Character_Set_Name Column_Id Column_Name Data_Default Data_Length Data_Precision Data_Scale Data_Type Data_Type_Mod Data_Type_Owner Data_Upgraded Data_Upgraded Default_Length Density Global_Stats Global_Stats High_Value Last_Analyzed Low_Value Nullable



The average length of the column in bytes Declaration length of character type column The maximum length of the column in characters C is maximum length given in characters, B if in bytes Character set name Sequence number of the column as created Column name Default value for the column Length of the column in bytes Length: decimal digits (NUMBER) or binary digits (FLOAT) Digits to right of decimal point in a number Datatype of the column Datatype modifier of the column Owner of the datatype of the column Has column data been upgraded to the latest type version for mat? Length of default value for the column The density of the column Are the statistics calculated without merging underlying par titions? The high value in the column The date of the most recent time this column was analyzed The low value in the column Does column allow NULL values?
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Num_Buckets Num_Distinct Num_Nulls Sample_Size Table_Name User_Stats V80_Fmt_Image



The number of buckets in histogram for the column The number of distinct values in the column The number of nulls in the column The sample size used in analyzing this column Table, view or cluster name Were the statistics entered directly by the user? Is column data in 8.0 image format?



Table USER_TAB_COMMENTS Colonne



Commentaire



Comments Table_Name Table_Type



Comment on the object Name of the object Type of the object: "TABLE" or "VIEW"



Table USER_TAB_HISTOGRAMS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Endpoint_Actual_Value Endpoint_Number Endpoint_Value Table_Name



Column name or attribute of object column Actual endpoint value Endpoint number Normalized endpoint value Table name



Table USER_TAB_MODIFICATIONS Colonne



Commentaire



Deletes Drop_Segments Drop_Segments Inserts Partition_Name Subpartition_Name Table_Name Timestamp Truncated Updates



Approximate number of rows deleted since last analyze Number of (sub)partition segment dropped since the last anal yze? Approximate number of rows inserted since last analyze Modified partition Modified subpartition Modified table Timestamp of last time this row was modified Was this object truncated since the last analyze? Approximate number of rows updated since last analyze



Table USER_TAB_PRIVS Colonne



Commentaire



Grantable Grantee Grantor Hierarchy Owner Privilege Table_Name



Privilege is grantable Name of the user to whom access was granted Name of the user who performed the grant Privilege is with hierarchy option Owner of the object Table Privilege Name of the object



Table USER_TAB_PRIVS_MADE Colonne



Commentaire



Grantable Grantee Grantor Hierarchy Privilege Table_Name



Privilege is grantable Name of the user to whom access was granted Name of the user who performed the grant Privilege is with hierarchy option Table Privilege Name of the object



Table USER_TAB_PRIVS_RECD
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Colonne



Commentaire



Grantable Grantor Hierarchy Owner Privilege Table_Name



Privilege is grantable Name of the user who performed the grant Privilege is with hierarchy option Owner of the object Table Privilege Name of the object



Table USER_TAB_STATISTICS Colonne



Commentaire



Avg_Cache_Hit_Ratio Avg_Cached_Blocks Avg_Row_Len Avg_Space Avg_Space_Freelist_Blocks Blocks Chain_Cnt Empty_Blocks Global_Stats Global_Stats Last_Analyzed Num_Freelist_Blocks Num_Rows Object_Type Partition_Name Partition_Position Sample_Size Stale_Stats Stattype_Locked Subpartition_Name Subpartition_Position Table_Name User_Stats



Average cache hit ratio for the object Average number of blocks in buffer cache The average row length, including row overhead The average available free space in the object The average freespace of all blocks on a freelist The number of used blocks in the object The number of chained rows in the object The number of empty blocks in the object Are the statistics calculated without merging underlying par titions? The date of the most recent time this table was analyzed The number of blocks on the freelist The number of rows in the object Type of the object (TABLE, PARTITION, SUBPARTITION) Name of the partition Position of the partition within table The sample size used in analyzing this table Whether statistics for the object is stale or not type of statistics lock Name of the subpartition Position of the subpartition within partition Name of the table Were the statistics entered directly by the user?



Table USER_TAB_STATS_HISTORY Colonne



Commentaire



Partition_Name Stats_Update_Time Subpartition_Name Table_Name



Name of the partition Time of statistics update Name of the subpartition Name of the table



Table USER_TABLES Colonne



Commentaire



Avg_Row_Len Avg_Space Avg_Space_Freelist_Blocks Backed_Up Blocks Buffer_Pool Cache Chain_Cnt Cluster_Name Cluster_Owner Compression Degree Dependencies Dropped Duration



The average row length, including row overhead The average available free space in the table The average freespace of all blocks on a freelist Has table been backed up since last modification? The number of used blocks in the table The default buffer pool to be used for table blocks Whether the table is to be cached in the buffer cache The number of chained rows in the table Name of the cluster, if any, to which the table belongs Owner of the cluster, if any, to which the table belongs Whether table compression is enabled or not The number of threads per instance for scanning the table Should we keep track of row level dependencies? Whether table is dropped and is in Recycle Bin If temporary table, then duration is sys$session or sys$tran
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Duration Empty_Blocks Freelist_Groups Freelists Global_Stats Global_Stats Ini_Trans Initial_Extent Instances Instances Iot_Name Iot_Name Iot_Type Iot_Type Last_Analyzed Logging Max_Extents Max_Trans Min_Extents Monitoring Nested Next_Extent Num_Freelist_Blocks Num_Rows Partitioned Pct_Free Pct_Increase Pct_Used Row_Movement Sample_Size Secondary Secondary Skip_Corrupt Status Status Table_Lock Table_Name Tablespace_Name Temporary Temporary User_Stats



saction else NULL The number of empty (never used) blocks in the table Number of freelist groups allocated in this segment Number of process freelists allocated in this segment Are the statistics calculated without merging underlying par titions? Initial number of transactions Size of the initial extent in bytes The number of instances across which the table is to be scan ned Name of the index-only table, if any, to which the overflow or mapping table entry belongs If index-only table, then IOT_TYPE is IOT or IOT_OVERFLOW or IOT_MAPPING else NULL The date of the most recent time this table was analyzed Logging attribute Maximum number of extents allowed in the segment Maximum number of transactions Minimum number of extents allowed in the segment Should we keep track of the amount of modification? Is the table a nested table? Size of secondary extents in bytes The number of blocks on the freelist The number of rows in the table Is this table partitioned? YES or NO Minimum percentage of free space in a block Percentage increase in extent size Minimum percentage of used space in a block Whether partitioned row movement is enabled or disabled The sample size used in analyzing this table Is this table object created as part of icreate for domain i ndexes? Whether skip corrupt blocks is enabled or disabled Status of the table will be UNUSABLE if a previous DROP TABL E operation failed, VALID otherwise Whether table locking is enabled or disabled Name of the table Name of the tablespace containing the table Can the current session only see data that it place in this object itself? Were the statistics entered directly by the user?



Table USER_TABLESPACES Colonne



Commentaire



Allocation_Type Bigfile Block_Size Contents Def_Tab_Compression Def_Tab_Compression Extent_Management Force_Logging Initial_Extent Logging Max_Extents Min_Extents Min_Extlen Next_Extent Pct_Increase Retention Retention



Type of extent allocation in effect for this tablespace Bigfile tablespace indicator: "YES" or "NO" Tablespace block size Tablespace contents: "PERMANENT", or "TEMPORARY" Default table compression enabled or not: "ENABLED" or "DISA BLED" Extent management tracking: "DICTIONARY" or "LOCAL" Tablespace force logging mode Default initial extent size Default logging attribute Default maximum number of extents Default minimum number of extents Minimum extent size for the tablespace Default incremental extent size Default percent increase for extent size Undo tablespace retention: "GUARANTEE", "NOGUARANTEE" or "NO T APPLY"
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Segment_Space_Management Status Tablespace_Name



Segment space management tracking: "AUTO" or "MANUAL" Tablespace status: "ONLINE", "OFFLINE", or "READ ONLY" Tablespace name



Table USER_TRIGGER_COLS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_List Column_Name Column_Name Column_Usage Table_Name Table_Owner Trigger_Name Trigger_Owner



Is column specified in UPDATE OF clause? Name of the column or the attribute of the ADT column used i n trigger definition Usage of column within trigger body Name of the table on which the trigger is defined Owner of the table Name of the trigger Owner of the trigger



Table USER_TRIGGERS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Description Description Referencing_Names Referencing_Names Status Table_Name Table_Owner Trigger_Body Trigger_Name Trigger_Type Trigger_Type Triggering_Event Triggering_Event When_Clause When_Clause



The name of the column on which the trigger is defined over Trigger description, useful for re-creating trigger creation statement Names used for referencing to OLD, NEW and PARENT values wit hin the trigger If DISABLED then trigger will not fire Name of the table that this trigger is associated with Owner of the table that this trigger is associated with Action taken by this trigger when it fires Name of the trigger Type of the trigger (when it fires) - BEFORE/AFTER and STATE MENT/ROW Statement that will fire the trigger - INSERT, UPDATE and/or DELETE WHEN clause must evaluate to true in order for triggering bo dy to execute



Table USER_TS_QUOTAS Colonne



Commentaire



Blocks Bytes Dropped Max_Blocks Max_Bytes Tablespace_Name



Number of ORACLE blocks charged to the user Number of bytes charged to the user Whether the tablespace has been dropped User's quota in ORACLE blocks. NULL if no limit User's quota in bytes. NULL if no limit Tablespace name



Table USER_TUNE_MVIEW Colonne



Commentaire



Statement Task_Name



Action statement ID of the action



Table USER_TYPE_ATTRS Colonne



Commentaire



Attr_Name Attr_No Attr_No Attr_No Attr_Type_Mod Attr_Type_Name



Name of the attribute Syntactical order number or position of the attribute as spe cified in the type specification or CREATE TYPE statement (n ot to be used as ID number) Type modifier of the attribute Name of the type of the attribute
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Attr_Type_Owner Character_Set_Name Inherited Length Length Precision Precision Scale Type_Name



Owner of the type of the attribute Character set name of the attribute Is the attribute inherited from the supertype ? Length of the CHAR attribute or maximum length of the VARCHA R or VARCHAR2 attribute Decimal precision of the NUMBER or DECIMAL attribute or bina ry precision of the FLOAT attribute Scale of the NUMBER or DECIMAL attribute Name of the type



Table USER_TYPE_METHODS Colonne



Commentaire



Final Inherited Instantiable Method_Name Method_No Method_No Method_Type Overriding Parameters Results Type_Name



Is the method final ? Is the method inherited from the supertype ? Is the method instantiable ? Name of the method Method number for distinguishing overloaded method (not to b e used as ID number) Type of the method Is the method overriding a supertype method ? Number of parameters to the method Number of results returned by the method Name of the type



Table USER_TYPE_VERSIONS Colonne



Commentaire



Hashcode Line Status Text Type_Name Typecode Version#



Hashcode of the type Line number of the type's spec Status of the type Text of the type's spec Name of the type Typecode of the type Internal version number of the type



Table USER_TYPES Colonne



Commentaire



Attributes Final Incomplete Instantiable Local_Attributes Local_Attributes Local_Methods Local_Methods Methods Predefined Supertype_Name Supertype_Owner Type_Name Type_Oid Typecode Typeid



Number of attributes (if any) in the type Is the type a final type? Is the type an incomplete type? Is the type an instantiable type? Number of local (not inherited) attributes (if any) in the s ubtype Number of local (not inherited) methods (if any) in the subt ype Number of methods (if any) in the type Is the type a predefined type? Name of the supertype (null if type is not a subtype) Owner of the supertype (null if type is not a subtype) Name of the type Object identifier (OID) of the type Typecode of the type Type id value of the type



Table USER_UNUSED_COL_TABS Colonne



Commentaire



Count Table_Name



Number of unused columns in table Name of the table
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Table USER_UPDATABLE_COLUMNS Colonne



Commentaire



Column_Name Deletable Insertable Owner Table_Name Updatable



Column name Is the column deletable? Is the column insertable? Table owner Table name Is the column updatable?



Table USER_USERS Colonne



Commentaire



Created Default_Tablespace External_Name Initial_Rsrc_Consumer_Group Temporary_Tablespace User_Id Username



User creation date Default tablespace for data User external name User's initial consumer group Default tablespace for temporary tables ID number of the user Name of the user



Table USER_USTATS Colonne



Commentaire



Association Column_Name Column_Name Object_Name Object_Name Object_Owner Object_Owner Object_Type Partition_Name Partition_Name Statistics Statstype_Name Statstype_Schema Statstype_Schema



If the statistics type association is direct or implicit Column name, if property is column for which statistics have been collected Name of the table or index for which the statistics have bee n collected Owner of the table or index for which the statistics have be en collected Type of the object - Column or Index Name of the partition (if applicable) for which the stats ha ve been collected User collected statistics for the object Name of statistics type which was used to collect statistics Schema of statistics type which was used to collect the stat istics



Table USER_VARRAYS Colonne



Commentaire



Element_Substitutable Element_Substitutable Lob_Name Parent_Table_Column Parent_Table_Column Parent_Table_Name Return_Type Storage_Spec Storage_Spec Type_Name Type_Owner



Indication of whether the varray element is substitutable or not Name of the lob if varray is stored in a lob Column name of the parent table that corresponds to the varr ay Name of the parent table containing the varray Return type of the varray column locator or value Indication of default or user-specified storage for the varr ay Name of the type of the varray Owner of the type of which the varray was created



Table USER_VIEWS Colonne



Commentaire



Oid_Text Oid_Text_Length Superview_Name



WITH OBJECT OID clause of the object view Length of the WITH OBJECT OID clause of the object view Name of the superview, if view is a subview
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Text Text_Length Type_Text Type_Text_Length View_Name View_Type View_Type_Owner



View text Length of the view text Type clause of the object view Length of the type clause of the object view Name of the view Type of the view if the view is a object view Owner of the type of the view if the view is a object view



Table USER_WARNING_SETTINGS Colonne



Commentaire



Object_Id Object_Name Object_Type Setting Warning



Object number of the object Name of the object Type of the object Value of the warning setting Warning number or category
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table 

Wash stainless steel and painted metal exteriors with a clean sponge or soft ..... 100% of the filter's rated life is used, the red (Replace) light comes on, and it is ...
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casualty table agility table 

Pinched Nerve. Miss next game. 51. Damaged Back. Niggling Injury. 52. Smashed Knee. Niggling Injury. 53. Smashed Hip .1 MA. 54. Smashed Ankle .1 MA. 55.
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Hubtischwagen Lifting table Table élévatrice Mesa elevadora 

Ausgabe 05/2010. 157625 / 157627. 157628 / 157629. Release brake brake off on ... The height is adjusted by means of a hydraulic foot pump and this allows a.
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Hubtischwagen Lifting table Table élévatrice Mesa elevadora 

The sliding bracket of the HTW 15 is provided with a folding mechanism. When the ... Dehmer Straße 58-66, 32549 Bad Oeynhausen, declare that the design of.
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Table of content Illustrations table - Ezin Hobeki 

Apr 30, 2010 - Here is a little tutorial. Version 30/04/ ..... a GUI "save as" window appears and asks to save the pipe drawing in a CAD file (dxf file extension).
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Table 1 

So table 1, page 5, column c shows which type of organization a particular competition ... That is the way marks in Ranking A have been calculated (cf page11).
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table d'hôte 

Fondu Parmesan maison et son chutney de fruits du sud. OU. Potage d'inspiration. Fondue chinoise et poulet accompagnée de nos six sauces maison, pommes.
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Table ronde 

france info. 07.02.2014. Votre Ouotidien en Ouestion, chronique de Raphaelle Duchemin. Table-ronde sur la Consommation collaborative.
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Table 1 

The countries of Britain have participated in these social processes as ..... (grouping together the two lowest levels to give reasonable sample sizes): ..... Social Stratification: Research and Theory for the 1970s, Indianapolis: Bobbs- Merrill,.
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TABLE XY 

Page 1. PDF crÃ©Ã© avec la version d'essai pdfFactory Pro www.gs2i.fr/fineprint/pdffactory.htm.
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table d'hôte 

Fondue chinoise et poulet accompagnée de nos six sauces maison, pommes de terre au four et salade du marché. (une assiette de chinoise classique de fine ...
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TABLE D'HÔTE 

TABLE D'HÔTE. AVANT 18h before 6pm. APRÈS18h. After 6pm. 27$. 29$. - ENTRÉES / APPETIZERS -. Soupe du jour ou salade / Soup of the day or salad.
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table d'hôte 

Ballotine de volaille farcie de saucisse sauce canneberge pommes de terre parisiennes et betteraves caramélisées. Pavé de saumon accompagné d'orzo et.
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TABLE TENNIS 

The table tennis competition for the TORONTO 2015 Pan American Games will ... The table tennis competition will consist of 12 men's and 12 women's teams.
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H. R Frank, H. R Mark, J, Polym. Sci., 17, 1 ...... P. J. Flory, "Principles of Polymer Chemistry", Cornell ... C. Rossi, E. Bianchi, E. Pedemonte, Makromol. Chem., 89 ...
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TABLE 1. cont'd 

Styrene, tert-butoxy-. Fumarate, dibutyl. 0.18. 0.01 ... Succinimide, TV-vinyl-. Maleate, dimethyl. 1.25. 0.16 ...... Vinyl chloride. Maleate, dioctyl. 0.05. 0.14. 0.608.
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Fumarate, bis(3-[tris(trimethylsiloxy). 0.67. 0.21. 1040 ..... Imidazole, l-vinyl-2-methyl-. Acrylate, methyl ..... Butadiene, 2,3-bis(diethyl-phosphono)-. 0.43. 0.14. 759.
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TABLE 2. cont'd 

TABLE 2. cont'd. Polymer. T{ (0C). Tc (0C). G (nm/s). Remarks. Refs. 57.7. 1.46 ...... Poly(oxyethylene)/Poly[l-(methoxycarbonyI)-l-methylene] PEO/PMMA. 100/0.
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Table de poids - INSPQ 

Cette Â«Table de poidsÂ» s'adresse aux hommes et aux femmes de 18 ans et plus. Elle ne doit pas Ãªtre utilisÃ©e pour les enfants, les adolescents et les femmes ...
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DMX Control Table 

Telefon +49 (0) 6081 / 94 19-0 · Fax +49 (0) 6081 / 94 19-1000 · www.adamhall.com. PAR 64 LED CAN. DMX CONTROL TABLE. 2-CHANNEL MODE.
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1054 Joseph Phelps Insignia 2009, Napa. 345 ... 520 Medlock Ames Bell Mountain Vineyard 2007, Alexander Valley 81 ..... 1201 William Hill Chardonnay 2008.
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Jun 20, 2012 - EmblemHealth will not be able to properly review the request for ... EmblemHealth Services Company LLC, (â€œEmblemHealthâ€�) has adopted the.
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Toyota et de l'assistance routière ainsi que les responsabilités générales .... Les couvertures de garantie sont exprimées en mois ou kilomètres (p . ex ., 36 mois ou 60 000 ...... système hybride) en tenant enfoncé le bouton « ENGINE START.
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